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Insightful, penetrating, and shocking, the defining biography of Iraq's deposed tyrantDrawing on
an unparalleled network of sources, contacts, and firsthand testimonies, Con Coughlin takes us
to the center of Saddam Hussein's complex, bewildering regime -- and beyond. Fully updated
and revised, Saddam: His Rise and Fall meticulously describes how Hussein took power and
immediately set about controlling every aspect of Iraqi life.Coughlin examines Hussein's regime
both before and after its fall, exploring the contradictions of Saddam's private life: his sponsoring
of Islamic fundamentalism while whiskey drinking and womanizing as well as his reliance on and
celebration of family negated by his violent and temperamental treatment of them. With evidence
from family members, servants, and staff, Saddam: His Rise and Fall is unique in its close-up
representation of this elusive and secretive world.In all-new chapters and an epilogue, and with
shocking new disclosures, Coughlin also vividly recounts the last few months of Saddam's reign
and his eventual capture by American forces.



SaddamHIS RISE AND FALLCON COUGHLINIn memory of Juan-Carlos Gumucio (1950–
2002)“Emerge tu recuerdo de la noche en que estoy.”—PABLO
NERUDACONTENTSEpigraphList of IllustrationsPreface to the Revised EditionPROLOGUEThe
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BibliographySearchable TermsAbout the AuthorCoverCopyrightAbout the publisherLIST OF
ILLUSTRATIONSSaddam’s Family TreeThe Middle Eastern RegionIraqKey Structures in Central
BaghdadSaddam’s Presidential Palace CompoundIraq’s Nuclear Research and Related
FacilitiesPREFACE TO THE REVISED EDITIONWhen this book was first published in the
autumn of 2002, I remarked that writing a biography of Saddam Hussein was rather like trying to
assemble the prosecution case against a notorious criminal gangster. Most of the key witnesses
had either been murdered, or were too afraid to talk. Since I made that comment, a highly
successful military campaign has been fought to overthrow Saddam’s regime in Iraq. Despite the
coalition’s success in defeating Saddam, however, it has not become any easier to chronicle the
life of a man who became one of the world’s most notorious dictators.A great deal of information
was lost during the wave of looting of key government buildings that broke out immediately after
the coalition’s liberation of Baghdad in April 2003. And Saddam’s overthrow did not give his
former close colleagues and associates the confidence to talk openly about his tyranny. The
success of the Baathist insurgency (which Saddam himself helped to organize before the war)
that was launched soon after Operation Iraqi Freedom, together with the widespread state of
lawlessness that pervaded Iraq after the military campaign was concluded, meant that the same
reticence that afflicted many Iraqis with inside knowledge of Saddam’s regime before the war
continued to affect them well after the fighting had stopped. Even when the old tyrant was safely
locked up in American custody, his former associates continued to live in fear that either they or
their families might be subjected to revenge attacks if they spoke out of turn.For this revised
edition, which includes new material on how Saddam conducted himself during the buildup to
hostilities, the war itself, and his subsequent life on the run up until his capture in December
2003, I have continued to draw on the testimony of former colleagues, Baath Party officials, and
other associates of Saddam—the lucky few who managed to escape before Saddam had a
chance to liquidate them. Many of them have agreed—in certain cases with some reluctance—
to talk openly about their experiences for the first time. Only those who were prepared to be
named have been identified; in many cases, however, this has not been possible. Similarly, many
of the government, diplomatic, and intelligence officials—both serving and retired—in the United
States, Europe, and the Middle East who have assisted with this undertaking have asked that
their names be withheld. To everyone who enabled this project to reach fruition I offer my



sincerest thanks. Naturally, I take full responsibility for the interpretations and conclusions I have
reached in the course of writing this book.I would like to express my gratitude to Linda Bedford
and the librarians at the Royal Institute for International Affairs in London for their expert and
efficient assistance in locating important source material, to the staff of the Telegraph library for
their help in finding obscure press articles, and to Jules Amis for her unfailingly good-natured
assistance.In the interest of readability, no attempt has been made to give a scholarly
transliteration of Arabic names for people or places, and the style adopted is the one generally
used in British and American newspapers.PROLOGUEThe OutlawShortly before a carefully
orchestrated series of terrorist attacks devastated the eastern seaboard of the United States on
the morning of September 11, 2001, several Western intelligence agencies received an
intriguing report to the effect that Saddam Hussein, the president of Iraq, had placed his troops
on “Alert G,” the highest state of military readiness Iraqi troops had seen since the 1991 Gulf
War. Intelligence agents based in Iraq claimed that Saddam himself had retreated to one of his
heavily fortified bunkers in the family fiefdom of Tikrit, in northern Iraq. Meanwhile his two wives,
Sajida and Samira, women who in normal circumstances shunned each other’s company, had
been moved to another of Saddam’s secret bunkers. The clear implication was that Saddam had
retreated to Tikrit in early September 2001 because he had prior warning of the September 11
attacks, in which groups of suicidal al-Qaeda terrorists flew fully laden civilian airliners into the
twin towers of New York’s World Trade Center and the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., killing
thousands of innocent civilian office workers and military personnel. A fourth team of Islamic
terrorists had planned to fly their hijacked aircraft into the White House, but were prevented from
doing so by the heroism of some of the passengers who tackled the hijackers, thereby causing
the aircraft to crash in a field south of Pittsburgh, killing everyone on board.In the chaotic days
that followed the world’s worst terrorist atrocity, Saddam Hussein’s Iraq soon emerged as one of
the most likely targets for retaliation. The intense secrecy and security that surrounded
Saddam’s every move meant that it was impossible to say for sure if the intelligence reports
about the Iraqi leader’s actions prior to the September 11 attacks were accurate. But even
though American and British intelligence were unable to find clear proof that Saddam was
directly involved in the September 11 attacks, Washington’s deep-seated institutional antipathy
toward the Iraqi dictator was such that President George W. Bush, in the days immediately
following the atrocity, found himself having to urge restraint on his more hawkish colleagues.
Bush wanted to keep the immediate focus of his response on al-Qaeda, the Islamic terrorist
group led and funded by the fanatical Saudi dissident, Osama bin Laden. All the available
evidence linked the hijackers directly to bin Laden. In the speech Bush made to Congress on
September 20, the American president made no mention of Iraq. He spoke in general terms of
fighting a “war on terror,” and his main demand was that the Taliban regime hand over bin Laden
and his al-Qaeda accomplices, or face the consequences.Although the main emphasis of
Bush’s speech was concentrated on al-Qaeda, scraps of intelligence, such as that concerning
Saddam’s whereabouts on the morning of September 11, began to percolate in the Western



intelligence community. One of the more intriguing reports was that issued by the Interior
Ministry of the Czech Republic, which said that Mohammed Atta, one of the ringleaders of the
September 11 bombings, had met with an Iraqi intelligence officer five months before the attacks
were carried out. Atta, it was alleged, had tried to enter Prague in the summer of 2000 but had
been turned away because he did not have a valid visa. The Czechs were now reporting that,
having acquired the proper travel documentation, Atta had returned to Prague in April 2001,
where he was said to have met with Ahmed al-Ani, an Iraqi intelligence official whom the Czech
authorities were about to expel. Ani, who worked as a second consul at the Iraqi embassy in
Prague, was suspected of “engaging in activities beyond his diplomatic duties,” the euphemism
used to denote espionage. Although there was nothing to link the Iraqi agent with the September
11 bombings, the very fact that the formidable intelligence apparatus controlled by the world’s
most notorious dictator might have established contact with the world’s most ruthless terrorist
organization meant that Saddam might quickly find himself in the crosshairs of the Pentagon’s
military planners. This report, like so many others, could not be taken as conclusive proof that
Saddam was working with al-Qaeda. The Prague report was discounted by both the CIA and
FBI, which, having conducted an exhaustive inquiry into Atta’s movements before 9/11,
concluded that he never left the United States during the period he was supposed to have met
Ani in Prague.That Saddam’s name should be implicated in the first place in the September 11
atrocities came as no surprise to those counterterrorist specialists who had been investigating
the Iraqi dictator’s links with international terrorism since the early 1970s. In the past Saddam
had been directly involved with such infamous terrorists as Abu Nidal, the leader of the radical
Palestinian group that was held responsible for, among other atrocities, the attacks on Rome
and Vienna airports in 1985, and also with the legendary Venezuelan Ilich Ramírez Sánchez, or
Carlos the Jackal as he was more commonly known.The whiskey-drinking Saddam was not by
disposition a devout Muslim or well disposed toward the forces of radical Islam; between 1980
and 1988 he had fought a murderous war against the hard-line Islamic regime that had been
established in Teheran by Ayatollah Khomeini. Throughout the 1990s, however, when radical
Islamic groups, such as Hizbollah in Lebanon and al-Qaeda in Afghanistan, had been
successful in attacking Western targets in the Middle East and elsewhere, there were reports
that suggested Saddam’s security forces were helping to train, fund, and equip Islamic terrorists.
Two high-ranking defectors, who were debriefed by Western intelligence in late 2001, claimed
that Saddam had established a terrorist training camp at the Salman Pak facility south of
Baghdad, which had hosted groups of Islamic fighters from Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and Egypt.
The camp was said to contain a disused Boeing 707 that had been used to teach the recruits
how to hijack a plane using only their bare hands or knives, techniques similar to those used by
the September 11 hijackers.1 Although the defectors could not say for certain that the recruits
trained at Salman Pak belonged to al-Qaeda, the fact that the majority came from Saudi Arabia
and were from bin Laden’s uncompromising Wahhabi sect was sufficient to arouse suspicions in
Washington and London.A more direct connection that was made between Saddam and bin



Laden related to terrorist activities in the mid-1990s based in Sudan, a country that then ran
several Islamic terror training camps. Saddam channeled funds through Sudan to support
Islamic insurgencies in Algeria and other parts of the Middle East. In the late 1990s details
emerged of a plan devised by Saddam in which a specially selected detachment of his security
network, Unit 999, would collaborate with al-Qaeda to undertake a number of attacks against
designated targets in Europe and the Middle East. By secretly funding bin Laden’s operatives,
Saddam hoped to conceal Iraqi involvement in Islamic terrorism. As a consequence of this
collaboration, several prominent Iraqi dissidents were murdered in Jordan, and plans were laid
to destroy the Radio Free Europe headquarters based in Prague.2 In April 1998, bin Laden even
sent a delegation of his al-Qaeda fighters to attend the birthday celebrations of Saddam’s eldest
son, Uday, who responded to this gracious gesture by agreeing to train a number of al-Qaeda
recruits in Iraq.Information linking Saddam personally to bin Laden and al-Qaeda, however,
remained sketchy. In the three decades that he had effectively run Iraq, Saddam had
constructed one of the most powerful and all-pervasive security structures in modern history,
making the task of extracting genuine information about Saddam’s own activities a significant
challenge for Western intelligence agencies. Consequently, many of the claims made about
Saddam’s activities turned out not to be true. In October 2001, for example, there were
allegations that Saddam was behind the anthrax outbreaks that had occurred in Florida and
New York soon after the September 11 atrocities. These and other reports concerning Saddam’s
activities caused President Bush to come under intense pressure from a number of high-ranking
hawks in the administration to take action against Saddam. Prominent among them were Vice
President Dick Cheney, who a generation before had been defense secretary to President
Bush’s father, President George Herbert Walker Bush, when he led the international military
coalition that defeated Saddam’s forces following the 1990 invasion of Kuwait. Others in favor of
undertaking military action against Saddam were Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, a
veteran of the former Reagan and Bush administrations, and Paul Wolfowitz, the deputy defense
secretary. Although the main priority of these veterans of previous Republican administrations
was to ensure that the United States and its allies were fully protected against Islamic terrorist
groups, they had not forgotten that Saddam had attempted to assassinate George Bush senior
during a visit he’d made to Kuwait in 1993. The only senior member of the administration
involved in foreign policy who urged caution was Secretary of State Colin Powell, who had been
President George H. W. Bush’s chief of staff during the war to liberate Kuwait in 1991.President
George W. Bush’s ambivalence about targeting Saddam in response to the September 11
attacks began to change only toward the end of October when American intelligence received
warnings that Islamic militants were planning an even more spectacular attack on the United
States than the September atrocities, one that, in the words of Condoleezza Rice, Bush’s
national security adviser, would “make September 11 look like child’s play by using some terrible
weapon.”3 The intelligence suggested that bin Laden’s associates were planning to use a “dirty
bomb,” which uses conventional explosives to spew radioactive material. One device could



devastate an area the size of Manhattan, making it uninhabitable for years. Emergency security
arrangements were implemented to ensure that Bush and Cheney were never together, and
private notices were sent to Washington police and congressional intelligence committees
warning of the new threat.The attack did not materialize, but the scare made a deep impression
on the American president. It was clear to him that al-Qaeda was aggressively searching for
weapons of mass destruction, and Washington concluded that the one country that might be
tempted to make such weapons of mass destruction available to terrorist groups was Saddam
Hussein’s Iraq. Since the 1970s, when Saddam first emerged as the “strongman of Baghdad,”
Iraq had concentrated enormous resources into acquiring chemical, biological, and nuclear
weapons. Furthermore, whereas in the West such weapons were developed as a deterrent,
Saddam had demonstrated he was willing to use them in an offensive capacity against his
enemies, most notably when he used chemical weapons against innocent civilians in Kurdistan
in 1988. Saddam’s willingness to use his nonconventional weapons arsenal, coupled with al-
Qaeda’s desperation to acquire such weapons, convinced Bush that effective action had to be
taken to remove the threat posed by Saddam. Condoleezza Rice later explained the evolution in
Bush’s thinking thus: “It is not because you have some chain of evidence saying Iraq may have
given a weapon to al-Qaeda…. It is because Iraq is one of those places that is hostile to us and,
frankly, irresponsible and cruel enough to make this available.”4The threat to the West posed by
the forces of fanatical Islamic terrorism forced the United States to undertake a fundamental
reassessment of its national security doctrine. During the cold war the United States and its
NATO allies had relied on the threat of massive retaliation to deter attacks from hostile countries.
But when it came to dealing with an enemy for whom the normal rules of warfare did not apply,
and for whom the notion of martyrdom was inextricably linked to the success of any mission, it
was clear that the war against militant Islam would need to be fought by a very different set of
rules. The Bush administration became convinced that in the “war on terror,” as Bush dubbed it,
the United States would need to strike first against its enemies. As Bush would later tell a group
of graduating cadets at the prestigious West Point Military Academy in the spring of 2002, “If we
wait for threats to fully materialize, we will have waited too long.” Veterans of the cold war such as
Cheney and Rumsfeld regarded the conflict with Saddam as leftover business from the
superpower era. Saddam’s attitude to the West had, in a sense, been conditioned by the
support, both military and diplomatic, that he had received from the Soviet Union. With the
Soviet Union no longer in existence, Saddam’s Iraq had become a dangerous anachronism.For
the first nine months of George W. Bush’s presidency, Iraq did not feature prominently as an
issue. Western policy toward Baghdad had entered a state of limbo since the collapse of the
United Nations–sponsored program to dismantle Saddam’s weapons of mass destruction
arsenal at the end of 1998, which had resulted in President Bill Clinton launching a series of
largely ineffectual air strikes against Iraq. The guiding principle of what remained of the allies’
policy toward Iraq was “containment,” which was essentially defined by the wide-ranging UN
sanctions that had been imposed in the immediate aftermath of Saddam’s invasion of Kuwait in



1990. Halfhearted efforts were also made to coerce rival Iraqi opposition groups to settle their
differences and present a unified front against Saddam, but these invariably ended in failure.
American and British warplanes continued to patrol the no-fly zones in northern and southern
Iraq that had been established in the early 1990s to protect Iraq’s Kurdish and Shiite minorities,
and there were occasional clashes when Iraqi antiaircraft missile systems locked on to allied
aircraft. In the summer of 2001 Iraq was reported to have upgraded its air defense systems, and
demonstrated its new capability by firing on a U.S. U-2 spy plane, nearly bringing it down. But
despite these occasional acts of provocation, President Bush had seemed in no hurry to
formulate his policy toward Iraq. At the time of the September 11 attacks, Bush’s review of U.S.
policy toward Iraq was languishing in the doldrums because of the American president’s
apparent lack of interest in the issue.Given the long history of tension between Washington and
Baghdad, Saddam Hussein did not exactly help his cause during the crucial weeks of late 2001
when the Bush administration was formulating its policy on how best to prosecute the war on
terrorism. In late October Saddam published a rambling “open letter” to the American people in
which he condemned the military action the United States had taken in Afghanistan to defeat the
Taliban. He also claimed that U.S. foreign policy was being driven by “Zionism” and hinted that
the U.S. mainland could be subjected to further terrorist attacks. In November, when the UN
suggested that the sanctions against Iraq could be eased if Saddam agreed to allow UN
weapons inspection teams to return to Baghdad, Saddam rejected the offer without a moment’s
hesitation. And to add insult to injury, an Iraqi government survey commissioned at the end of
the year proclaimed Osama bin Laden as Iraq’s “Man of the Year 2001,” an accolade awarded
for his dedication in defying the United States and championing Islam. The government-owned
Iraqi television station showed an Iraqi tribal chieftain reciting a poem he had written for Saddam
in celebration of the events of September 11.From inside America, how four planes flew.Such a
mishap never happened in the past!And nothing similar will happen.Six thousand infidels
died.Bin Laden did not do it; the luck of President Saddam did it.5Saddam continued to irritate
Washington in the spring of 2002 when he ordered his security officials to provide aid to the
families of Palestinian suicide bombers.The Bush administration quickly formed to the view that
the “war on terror” should be extended to include Saddam Hussein, even if many of
Washington’s Western allies continued to express strong reservations about attacking Iraq,
particularly as no conclusive proof had emerged linking Saddam to the September 11 attacks.
Tony Blair, the British prime minister, had delivered an emotional speech to the House of
Commons on September 14 in which he pledged his full support to the United States in fighting
terrorism. Other European leaders followed suit, but by the late autumn many, including Blair,
were publicly expressing their disquiet about renewed hostilities against Saddam. Although
British intelligence had worked closely with the United States in the hunt for clues linking
Saddam to the September 11 attacks, all that the service chiefs were able to give Blair were
some “bits and pieces” showing that Iraq and al-Qaeda had worked together, but nothing that
related directly to September 11.6By the end of 2001, however, President Bush was determined



to extend the war on terror to include Saddam, despite the reservations expressed by his
European allies. With the success of U.S. forces in defeating the Taliban assured, Bush indicated
that Saddam would be America’s next target. “Saddam is evil,” Bush bluntly declared. “I think
he’s got weapons of mass destruction, and I think he needs to open up his country to let us
inspect.”7Bush’s intentions toward Saddam were confirmed two months later when he delivered
his State of the Union Address at the end January 2002. In his speech Bush outlined the two key
objectives that would dominate America’s “war on terror.” The first goal was to shut down the
terrorist camps that trained Islamic fighters, to disrupt the plans of terrorist organizations and
bring them to justice. The second objective outlined by Bush broadened significantly the terms
of reference of the “war on terror” as they had been defined by his address to Congress on
September 20. From now on, Bush declared, U.S. policy would be dedicated to preventing
“terrorists and regimes who seek chemical, biological or nuclear weapons” from threatening
America and the world. And the American president left his audience in no doubt as to the
identity of the “regimes” he had in mind. Referring to North Korea, Iran, and Iraq as an “axis of
evil,” Bush reserved his severest criticism for Saddam Hussein’s Iraq.“Iraq continues to flaunt its
hostility toward America and to support terror,” said Mr. Bush. “The Iraqi regime has plotted to
develop anthrax, and nerve gas, and nuclear weapons for over a decade. This is a regime that
has already used poison gas to murder thousands of its own citizens—leaving the bodies of
mothers huddled over their dead children. This is a regime that agreed to inspections, then
kicked out the inspectors. This is a regime that has something to hide from the outside world.
States like these, and their terrorist allies, constitute an axis of evil, arming to threaten the peace
of the world. By seeking weapons of mass destruction, these regimes pose a grave and growing
danger. They could provide these arms to terrorists, giving them the means to match their
hatred. They could attack our allies or attempt to blackmail the United States. In any of these
cases, the price of indifference would be catastrophic.”This, then, was President Bush’s
justification for extending the terms of reference of the war on terrorism from one fought against
those directly responsible for September 11 to a wider conflict against any regime that either
harbored terrorists, or might provide them with the means to carry out their missions. Saddam
qualified for inclusion in Bush’s definition on two counts: first there was evidence that he had
funded Islamic terrorists and provided them with training facilities; and second, Saddam had
acquired a substantial quantity of chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons. Even though no
evidence had been uncovered to suggest that Saddam had afforded terror groups access to his
nonconventional weapons arsenal, there was always the possibility that he might do so at some
point in the future. He had already demonstrated his willingness to use such weapons in the
past, and had only been dissuaded from deploying them during the Gulf War after the United
States threatened him with retaliatory nuclear strikes. According to the Bush administration, the
United States had every legal right to resume hostilities against Saddam as he had reneged on
his commitment, made at the end of the Gulf War as part of the cease-fire agreement, to destroy
his weapons of mass destruction. The threat that Saddam posed to the civilized world was one,



in Bush’s view, that could be tolerated no longer.Bush’s strategy toward Saddam did not attract
universal support. Many of America’s allies in Europe, which had been so quick to condemn the
September 11 attacks, had grave misgivings over Bush’s decision to extend the war on terror.
Hubert Vedrine, the French foreign minister, described Bush’s “axis of evil” remark as “simplistic.”
The German foreign minister, Joschka Fischer, complained that the United States was treating
its European allies as “satellites.” And Chris Patten, the EU commissioner for foreign Affairs,
denounced Bush’s approach as “absolutist” and “unilateralist overdrive.” The response from
America’s traditional Arab allies had been equally dismissive. Saudi Arabia, which was
struggling to come to terms with the fact that most of the September 11 hijackers were Saudi
citizens, indicated it was unwilling to allow Saudi bases to be used for renewed attacks against
Baghdad, as did most of the other Gulf states.By adopting a negative approach to George W.
Bush’s State of the Union Address, these allies had misunderstood one of the other key
principles upon which Washington’s post–September 11 foreign policy was based. During his
address to Congress back on September 20, Bush had made it quite clear how the United
States intended to prosecute its war on terror. “Every nation, in every region, has a decision to
make,” Bush declared. “Either you are with us or you are against us.” The Bush administration
had no desire to pursue a unilateralist agenda, but if its allies were not prepared to help, then
Washington was quite prepared to go it alone.The only ally of any note who fully backed Bush’s
decision to target Saddam Hussein was Britain’s Tony Blair. Although the Labour leader in the
autumn of 2001 had expressed reservations about tackling Saddam, by the spring of 2002 he
appeared to have become a ready convert to the anti-Saddam cause. Addressing a press
conference at a Commonwealth summit in Australia in March, Blair’s arguments for confronting
Saddam bore an uncanny resemblance to those articulated by Bush in his State of the Union
Address the previous January. Referring to Saddam’s weapons of mass destruction, Blair
declared: “If these weapons fall into their [the terrorists’] hands, and we know they have both the
capability and the intention to use them, then I think we have got to act on it because, if we don’t
act, we may find out too late the potential for destruction.”8 Even if Blair’s arguments had been
borrowed from Washington, it nevertheless made sense for Britain to back the United States.
British warplanes were still regularly flying joint missions with their U.S. counterparts to enforce
the no-fly zones over northern and southern Iraq. Blair’s decision also received a ringing
endorsement from Lady Thatcher, the former British prime minister who had played a central
role in creating the coalition that confronted Saddam in 1990 following Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait.
“Saddam must go,” she declared in her indomitable fashion. “His continued survival after
comprehensively losing the Gulf War has done untold damage to the West’s standing in a region
where the only unforgiveable sin is weakness. His flouting of the terms on which hostilities
ceased has made a laughing stock of the international community.”9So far as Washington and
London were concerned, the die was cast. Saddam Hussein was an international outlaw. Either
he agreed to dismantle Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction and renounce his support for
international terrorism or the United States, with British support, would undertake to effect a



“regime change” in Baghdad, if necessary removing Saddam by force.ONEThe OrphanThe
young Saddam Hussein had a harsh and deprived childhood. The man who was to become one
of the most powerful Arab leaders of modern times came from an impoverished village situated
on the banks of the Tigris River on the outskirts of the provincial town of Tikrit. He was born into
a poor family in one of the country’s most inhospitable regions. At an early age Saddam was
orphaned and sent to live with relatives, who oversaw his upbringing and education. No
profound knowledge of psychology is required to estimate the effect these circumstances had
upon the child’s development. As with Hitler and Stalin, those two great tyrants of the twentieth
century, both of whom overcame their less than auspicious starts in life to take absolute control
of their respective nations, Saddam was to rise above the disadvantages of his childhood to
become the undisputed master of Iraq. The shame of his humble origins was to become the
driving force of his ambition, while the deep sense of insecurity that he developed as a
consequence of his peripatetic childhood left him pathologically incapable in later life of trusting
anyone—including his immediate family. Given the disadvantages of his birth, Saddam deserves
credit for overcoming these seemingly insurmountable social obstacles to reach the pinnacle of
Iraq’s political pyramid.Saddam was born in the village of Al-Ouja, which means “the turning,”
and is so named because of its location on a sharp bend in the Tigris River eight kilometers
south of Tikrit, in north-central Iraq. The village was then a collection of mudhuts and houses
and the inhabitants lived in conditions of abject poverty. Amenities such as running water,
electricity, and paved roads were unheard of, and although there were a number of wealthy
landowners in the region, the village itself was barren. Infant mortality was high, and survival for
many was a full-time occupation. The big estates, situated in the Fertile Crescent, produced a
variety of crops such as rice, grain, vegetables, dates, and grapes, and their owners, who
resided either in nearby Tikrit or the ancient metropolis of Baghdad, were held in high esteem
within Iraqi society. In what was essentially a feudal society, the function of the impoverished
inhabitants of Al-Ouja was to provide a fund of cheap labor to work as farmhands on the estates
or as domestic servants in Tikrit. There were no schools at Al-Ouja. The wealthier parents sent
their children to school in Tikrit, but the majority could not afford it, and their barefoot children
were left to their own devices.While most of the inhabitants were gainfully employed in these
mundane pursuits there were some who preferred to sustain themselves through illicit activities
such as theft, piracy, and smuggling. Historically Al-Ouja was known as a haven for bandits who
would earn their keep by looting the doba, the small, flat-bottomed barges that transported
goods between Mosul and Baghdad along the Tigris, one of Iraq’s most important trade arteries.
The looters were particularly active in the summertime when they could more easily go about
their business from their vantage point on the bend in the river where the passage of the boats
was of necessity slow, and where the doba would sometimes become stuck on the shallow
banks. Poaching was another popular activity, and some of the villagers felt no compunction
about helping themselves to chickens and fresh produce from the neighboring estates.Officially,
Saddam was born on April 28, 1937, and, to lend the date authenticity, in 1980 Saddam made it



a national holiday. Given the primitive nature of Iraqi society at the time of his birth, it is, perhaps,
hardly surprising that this date has been challenged on several occasions, with some of his
contemporaries arguing that he was born a good couple of years earlier, in 1935, while other
commentators have claimed that he was born as late as 1939. This might be explained by the
fact that the whole process for registering births, marriages, and deaths was exceedingly
primitive. At this time it was the custom for the authorities to give all peasant children the nominal
birth date of July 1; it was only the year that they attempted to get right. This would certainly
explain why a certificate presented in one of Saddam’s official biographies1 gives July 1, 1939,
as the date of his birth. In fact, Saddam acquired his official birth date from his friend and future
co-conspirator, Abdul Karim al-Shaikhly, who came from a well-established Baghdad family and
so had the advantage of possessing an authentic birth date. “Saddam was always jealous of
Karim for knowing his own birthday. So Saddam simply copied it for himself.”2 Not content with
stealing someone else’s birthday, it is now generally accepted that Saddam also changed his
year of birth to portray himself as being older than he actually was during his meteoric ascent
through the ranks of the Baath Party. This is explained by his marriage to his first wife, Sajida,
who was born in 1937. It is frowned upon in Arab society for a man to marry a woman older than
himself, and Saddam appears to have amended his year of birth to that of his wife. The fact that
Saddam cannot even be clear about his precise date of birth says a great about his inner
psychology.Although the date of birth may be disputed, the location is not. Saddam was born in
a mudhut owned by his maternal uncle Khairallah Tulfah, a Nazi sympathizer who was later
jailed for five years for supporting an Iraqi anti-British revolt during World War II. He was born into
the Sunni Muslim al-Bejat clan, part of the al-Bu Nasir tribe, which was dominant in the Tikrit
region. Tribal loyalties were to play a significant role in Saddam’s rise to power. By the 1980s
there were at least a half-dozen members of the al-Bu Nasir tribe—including the president and
Saddam—who held key government positions. In the 1930s, however, the clan was known
primarily for its poverty and for its violent disposition. Its leaders took great pride in eliminating
their enemies for the most innocuous offense. As a Sunni Muslim, the child was born into the
majority orthodox doctrine of Islam, although the Sunnis are a minority sect in Iraq: only one in
five Iraqis is Sunni. The child was named Saddam, which literally translates as “the one who
confronts” and which, given his exploits in later life, could not have been more appropriate.The
enduring controversy, however, concerns not so much the date of Saddam’s birth as the
whereabouts of his father, Hussein al-Majid, a poor landless peasant, so typical of the
inhabitants of Al-Ouja. Irrespective of the details contained in the official accounts of Saddam’s
life, most of the biographies and profiles previously published on his life have intimated that he
was an illegitimate child. The Iraqi records state that Saddam was born out of the union between
Subha Tulfah, a fiesty peasant woman and sister of the Nazi-supporting Khairallah, and Hussein
al-Majid. The lack of known information about Hussein, however, has made even this simple fact
the subject of considerable dispute. The gossipmongers have thrived on the fact that, whereas
Saddam constructed a huge mausoleum in his mother’s memory after her death in 1982, no



such monument was ever constructed for his father, nor is there any record either of his death or
of where he is buried.As a consequence, most accounts of Saddam’s life have suggested that
his father had either departed the family home before the child was born, or that he departed
soon after. Various notions have been advanced to explain this absence, such as the suggestion
that he died of natural causes, not itself an uncommon event among such an indigent
community. The most widely believed Iraqi account of Hussein al-Majid’s fate is that he was
killed by bandits, also not an unlikely eventuality. There were numerous variations on this theme,
including the theory that he was killed while in the act of committing some form of banditry
himself—few questions were asked of landowners or tradesmen who committed capital crimes
while in the act of defending their property. Another version suggested that he abandoned the
family home to escape the demanding and domineering Subha. One Arab expert on Saddam
claimed that Hussein had worked as a servant for a former Iraqi prime minister during the
monarchy,3 while others refuted this, saying that he was either an unemployed laborer or else
that he participated in the illicit piracy and poaching for which the inhabitants of Al-Ouja were
then notorious. Yet another account suggested that he was murdered by vengeful relatives of
Subha for impregnating her out of wedlock, a plausible theory given the proclivity of his clan for
blood feuds and honor killings. The most irreverent of all these propositions is the suggestion
that Hussein never even existed, and that Saddam was the product of his mother’s activities as
the village whore. The latter assertion was understandably popular in Western media circles at
the time of the Gulf War and one that, if repeated in the wrong circles in Iraq, was punishable by
death. After Saddam had become president of Iraq, a senior Iraqi army officer confided to his
mistress that he had slept with Saddam’s mother. Unfortunately for the officer, the conversation
was taped by the Iraqi secret police, and a transcript was duly handed to Saddam. The officer,
his son, and the mistress were all executed.4 Despite these dire threats of retribution, Subha
herself has been the subject of many colorful stories. One account suggests that she was so
distraught at the prospect of being a single mother that at one point during her pregnancy she
tried to throw herself under a bus, exclaiming: “I am giving birth to the devil.”While the fate of
Saddam’s father remains something of a mystery, the sensitive question of Saddam’s legitimacy
can be answered by the simple fact that he had a younger sister, Siham, whose name loosely
translates as “spear.” Siham, who shunned the limelight in Iraq despite her brother’s success,
was born a year or two after Saddam to the same parents in the same village. In later life she
married a district judge and had two children. The only time that her family came to prominence
in Iraq was during the harshest period of the Iran-Iraq War in the mid-1980s when her husband
refused Saddam’s call to all Iraqi males to volunteer for military service. The family was briefly
placed under house arrest, and Siham’s husband was sacked. A few months later, however,
Saddam made it up with his sister and her husband was reinstated to his position. The fact,
however, that Saddam’s sister, unlike all his other close relatives, never received any public
recognition in Iraq, inevitably raised questions marks about whether or not Siham was directly
related to Saddam.As for the fate of Saddam’s natural father, the most that can be said is either



that he died sometime after Siham’s birth, or simply abandoned the family home. Tikriti
contemporaries of Saddam’s have stated that Hussein al-Majid left Subha for another woman
and lived for many years after Saddam’s birth, although relations between the two sides of the
family were, not surprisingly, poisonous.5 Whatever the truth of the matter, the fact that Saddam
had to endure the absence of his natural father throughout most of his childhood was a cause of
great distress, even if the presence of a younger sister meant that he could defend himself
against claims of illegitimacy.Although it is difficult to establish a precise chronology of
Saddam’s early childhood, it is possible to piece together a rough outline of his whereabouts.
After Hussein al-Majid had departed the family home, Saddam’s mother, Subha (whose name
translates as “dawn”), was too poor to bring up the infant on her own. Subha’s only known
employment was as a clairvoyant. Former residents of Tikrit have said they remember her
always wearing black dresses, her pockets filled with seashells which she used to help her with
her prophecies. Some accounts say she received financial support from Khairallah, who lived in
nearby Tikrit, while others suggest the young child was soon handed over, as an interim
measure, to Khairallah’s care. Once an important textile town, Tikrit had become something of a
provincial backwater by the 1930s. Historically its claim to fame was that it had been, in 1138,
the birthplace of Saladin, the legendary Muslim commander who defeated the Crusaders in
Palestine. In 1394 the Tartar hordes of Tamurlane, a descendant of Genghis Khan, had also paid
it a visit during their Mesopotamian campaign, stopping to construct a pyramid made entirely
from the skulls of their defeated victims.Khairallah Tulfah, who at the time was serving as army
officer in Tikrit, was a fervent Arab nationalist who was to become one of the most formative
influences on the young Saddam. An indication of the deep bond that developed between uncle
and nephew is that, after he had become president, Saddam rewarded Khairallah by appointing
him mayor of Baghdad. By all accounts an argumentative and bad-tempered individual,
Khairallah nevertheless managed to inspire in the young Saddam a depth of respect that
bordered on hero worship. It is not difficult to imagine the impression made upon the boy during
his formative years by this father figure who was an unapologetic supporter of Adolf Hitler and
the Nazi ethos. Certainly when Khairallah’s enthusiasm for the Nazis led, in 1941, to him being
expelled from the army and jailed for five years, Saddam is said to have badly missed him. Years
later, in a wide-ranging interview with Fuad Matar, one of his official biographers, Saddam made
a telling reference to his uncle’s imprisonment: “My maternal uncle was a nationalist, an officer in
the Iraqi army. He spent five years in prison…. ‘He’s in prison,’ was my mother’s constant reply
whenever I asked about my uncle. He always inspired us with a great nationalistic feeling.”6
Khairallah instilled in the boy a deep dislike of the Iraqi royal family, which then ruled the country,
and their foreign backers, i.e., the British. Indeed, this sense of xenophobia was so deeply
imbued that Saddam himself was to write, shortly after becoming president: “Our children should
be taught to beware of everything foreign and not to disclose any state or party secrets to
foreigners…for foreigners are the eyes of their countries.”7Khairallah’s imprisonment meant that
Saddam had to return to live with his mother. By the time Saddam returned to his mother’s home



in Al-Ouja, she had found herself a new husband. Having taken a second cousin for her first
husband, Subha took as her second husband a first cousin. Intermarriage of this sort was
commonplace in Iraq. The lack of social and physical mobility, together with the obligations of
tribal loyalty, meant that such unions were actively encouraged, and intermarriage was regarded
as necessary for strengthening and maintaining the bonds of kinship. Subha, who appears from
the various portraits of her written by Saddam’s official biographers to have been a strong-willed
woman, was not someone who wanted to be on her own. There was even a suggestion that she
had another husband between the official first and second, although there no convincing
evidence has been produced. Her second husband was Hassan al-Ibrahim. Subha, so it was
rumored, had persuaded Hassan to leave his wife for the delights of her own marriage bed.
According to one of Saddam’s Tikriti contemporaries, Subha’s second marriage represented a
significant downgrade in the family’s social standing, even by the impoverished standards of Al-
Ouja. “The Majids had a bad reputation, but the Ibrahims were even worse. The Majids were bad
enough; they were thieves and criminals. But the Ibrahims were the lowest of the low. Everyone
in the area hated them.”8 The Ibrahim clan were known as local brigands. Hassan himself was a
poor, work-shy peasant, whose only known job was working as a caretaker at the local school in
Tikrit. Unlike Khairallah, who, through his army rank, could lay claim to a degree of social status,
Hassan was rooted firmly at the foot of the social ladder. The union with Subha, however,
appears to have been a success, and the couple produced three half brothers for Saddam—
Barzan, Watban, and Sabawi—and a number of girls.Subha’s new family was well established
by the time Saddam returned to their mudhut at Al-Ouja after Khairallah’s incarceration. Saddam
was still a child—aged anything between two and seven—but even so he did not receive much
of a reception. At home he seems to have been badly neglected, save for the occasional, brutal
attention of his stepfather who, when he could rouse himself from his natural indolence, would
delight in beating the young boy with an asphalt-covered stick, forcing him to dance in the dirt to
avoid being hit.9 Conditions in the village remained exceedingly harsh. The family home had no
running water or electricity, and the dwelling housed the livestock as well as the children. At night
the family would sleep on the mud floor, huddled together for warmth. According to another of
Saddam’s official biographers, Amir Iskander, he was under no illusions about the deprivations
of his upbringing. Saddam confided to Iskander that he was never young, but a melancholy child
who shunned the company of others. There is also a certain pathos in the comment that his birth
“was not a joyful occasion and that no roses or aromatic plants bedecked his cradle.”10Apart
from having to endure these harsh conditions, the young Saddam had to contend with the
distinctly corrupting influence of his stepfather. Subha’s new husband was known in the village
as “Hassan the Liar” because he claimed that he had made a pilgrimmage to Mecca, one of the
seven pillars of Islam prescribed in the Koran, when in fact he had never been anywhere near
Saudi Arabia, let alone Mecca. What Hassan lacked in honesty, however, he made up for with a
feckless attitude to life. He had no other job after his brief employment as a school caretaker, but
he compensated for his own idleness by getting the most out of his stepson. While Hassan



passed his days gossiping with his friends at the local coffeehouse, Saddam was denied the
opportunity to attend the local school and was put to work on menial tasks around the house.
Saddam was sent to steal chickens and eggs from neighboring farms, and Saddam may have
spent a spell at a juvenile detention center as a consequence. One former Iraqi minister claimed
that Subha was just as deeply involved in encouraging Saddam’s acts of theft. “They’d steal and
divide the spoils the same night. Saddam’s mother used to preside over the division of the loot—
wheat or rye, sheep, maybe a few pieces of gold and silver.”11 The young Saddam may even
have been subjected to sexual abuse by Hassan, which certainly would not have been an
uncommon experience for someone in Saddam’s position. To say that there was no love lost
between Saddam and his stepfather is something of an understatement. Villagers remembered
Hassan screaming at Saddam on many occasions: “I don’t want him, the son of a dog.”If life was
difficult at home, it did not get any better once young Saddam was able to escape the unwanted
attentions of his stepfather. It was generally believed throughout the village that the boy was
fatherless, a reputation that Hassan would have done little to refute. As a consequence Saddam
was teased mercilessly by the other children, and frequently attacked. Indeed, he was so badly
bullied that he took to carrying an iron bar with which to defend himself whenever he ventured
outside the family home.12 One legend has it that Saddam often amused himself by putting the
bar on a fire and, once the heat had turned it red, would stab a passing animal in the stomach,
splitting it in half.13 In view of Saddam’s later fascination with the gruesome pursuits undertaken
in his torture chambers, the story has a degree of credibility. Saddam was so lonely that the only
creature he really cared for was his horse. Saddam was so attached to this horse that when it
died, he claims, his hand was paralyzed for more than a week.It is possible to gauge Saddam’s
own view of his childhood through his official biographers. Hardly any mention is made of
Hassan, who like Subha’s first husband, has quietly been erased from the script. The only
references he is known to have made about Hassan are uncomplimentary, such as claiming that
his stepfather would wake him at dawn shouting, “Get up, you son of a whore. Go tend the
sheep.” Saddam has also been fairly frank about the appalling poverty of his youth. To one of his
biographers he baldly stated, “We lived in a simple house.” In the 1970s, when Saddam was
attempting to build his power base in Iraq, it suited him to stress his humble origins, which he
hoped would broaden his appeal to ordinary Iraqis. In June 1990, on the eve of the Gulf War, he
was more expansive when interviewed by Diane Sawyer of ABC TV. “Life was very difficult
everywhere in Iraq. Very few people wore shoes and in many cases they only wore them on
special occasions. Some peasants would not put their shoes on until they had reached their
destination so that they would look smart.”If Saddam’s recollections of his stepfather and home
life are authentic, the same cannot be said of his recollections of Subha. Like most sons,
Saddam idolized his mother, as is demonstrated by the massive tribute he built for her in Tikrit—
with, it must be said, state funds—after her death. The tomb proclaims her as “the Mother of the
Militants” while, on a personal note, Saddam stressed the closeness of his relationship with her
when he confided to a biographer that he would visit his mother as often as possible. In view of



the hardships he suffered during the time he lived with Subha, Saddam’s devotion to his mother
is intriguing. Pictures of her show a rather dumpy, scowling woman wearing the long black dress
typical of Arab peasant women. Her face is tattooed with small black circles, and in none of the
surviving photographs is she smiling. Contemporaries of Saddam who met her in the 1960s
recall a bad-tempered woman who littered her conversation with expletives, even when talking
to complete strangers. But Saddam was blind to her faults and remained devoted to her
memory.Saddam has similarly kept on good terms with his half brothers, even though he clearly
had a difficult relationship with them during childhood. Barzan, Sabawi, and Watban were all
rewarded with important official posts once Saddam had achieved his ambition of becoming
president of Iraq, and for several years Barzan even came to regard himself as Saddam’s heir
apparent. Saddam’s childhood was to have a considerable bearing on how he conducted
himself in public life, particularly after he achieved positions of real power. His upbringing taught
him to trust no one, the importance of self-reliance, and the value of using brutal force to
intimidate anyone who got in his way, iron bar or no iron bar. He learned that no matter how
dysfunctional his own family might be, these were the only people he could trust to help keep
him in power.However much Saddam may have romanticized the memory of his mother, there is
little doubt that the most exciting moment of his childhood came when his uncle Khairallah was
finally released from jail, in either 1946 or 1947, and Saddam was able to escape the misery,
poverty, and repression of life with Subha, Hassan, and his half brothers for the altogether more
exciting possibilities of life with his Nazi-loving relative.If Saddam’s experience with his
stepfather helped to form his character, the period spent living with his uncle in Tikrit and
Baghdad undoubtedly contributed to his political outlook. While Khairallah himself was no more
than a bit player in the wider struggle among the Iraqi people for the right to self-determination,
his active participation in the great nationalistic currents of the day made an indelible mark on
the young Saddam, not least because Khairallah’s activities were to deprive him of his uncle’s
company for five crucial years during his childhood.The cause to which Khairallah was so
vehemently committed has its roots in the creation of modern Iraq in the chaotic aftermath of the
First World War. For almost four hundred years of Ottoman rule, the area that is known as
modern Iraq was one of the most backward and underdeveloped regions of the empire. Under
the Ottoman Turks what is now Iraq was three separate provinces based around the main
trading centers of Mosul, Baghdad, and Basra. Ottoman control of the region was finally broken
by the British-backed Arab revolt that culminated in 1917 with the capture of Baghdad. The
campaign to destroy Ottoman control over the Middle East, remembered primarily for the
exploits of T. E. Lawrence of Arabia fame, was not without mishap. A British expeditionary force
was sent to Basra, at the head of the Gulf, at the start of war in 1914 as a precautionary measure
against the Turks, who had sided with the Germans. Having captured Basra easily in 1915, the
overconfident British commanders decided to advance on Baghdad. Ill equipped for a campaign
in the grueling conditions of southern Iraq, however, the British force got within twenty-five miles
of Baghdad before it was completely overwhelmed by the reinforced Turks. The remnants of the



British force retreated to Kut, an evil-smelling town on a bend in the Tigris, where they were
besieged by the Turks for 146 days. Eventually a surrender was negotiated, but not before most
of the troops had died of starvation or disease. Altogether 10,000 British troops lost their lives
and another 23,000 were injured.The British conquest of Mesopotamia, Palestine, and Syria
during the First World War was, therefore, achieved at considerable cost and after the war, as
one of the victorious powers, Britain was determined to fashion a settlement in the Middle East
that either placed the key, strategic areas, such as Palestine, under direct British control, or else
under British protection, as was to be the case in the newly created kingdoms of Transjordan
(later modern Jordan), Iraq, and the Gulf states, including Kuwait. The process of deciding the
postwar settlement of the Middle East, which began during the Versailles negotiations and was
later concluded by Winston Churchill in Cairo in 1922, was further complicated by an underhand
deal that Britain had struck with France in 1916. The Sykes-Picot agreement, as it came to be
known, gave Lebanon and Syria to the French, who were becoming concerned at Britain’s
postwar imperial ambitions, while Britain obtained control over Iraq and Palestine. The
fundamental flaw in this cosy carve-up of the former Ottoman territories was that it overlooked
the well-documented promises the British had made to the indigenous Arab leaders to grant
them independence if they agreed to back the British in the war against the Turks.The main loser
in the Sykes-Picot deal was Sharif Hussein of Mecca, the leader of the Arab province of the
Hejaz (in what would become modern Saudi Arabia), whose tribesmen had fought with T. E.
Lawrence. In the protracted negotiations that followed, the British tried to placate him by making
his sons the respective heads of the newly created kingdoms of Transjordan, Syria, and Iraq.
While the old king refused to sign Churchill’s agreement setting out the structure of the new
Middle East, his sons had no such qualms in assuming their new positions. In Baghdad this
meant that Faisal, Hussein’s third son, became the first king of Iraq.Although the establishment
of a monarchy in Baghdad suited the British, it was not popular with the newly liberated citizens
of Iraq, most of whom were opposed even to the creation of the new state. When it had first been
proposed, in 1919, that the provinces of Mosul, Baghdad, and Basra be joined together to form
one nation, even the local British administrators argued that it was a ludicrous suggestion.
Arnold Wilson, the civil administrator in Baghdad, said it was a recipe for disaster because it
meant trying to force three distinct groups—the Shiites, Sunnis, and Kurds—to work together,
even though it was well known that they detested each other.14 Tensions among the various
tribes at that time were so great that in July 1920 the country suffered the greatest revolt in its
history. The revolt was caused by a combination of factors, but Britain’s failure to fulfill its wartime
promise of allowing the Arab leaders self-determination was a significant factor. As one Arab
leader told Gertrude Bell, the British writer, on the eve of the revolt: “Since you took Baghdad,
you have been talking about an Arab government, but three years or more have elapsed and
nothing has materialised.”15The rising, which lasted until 1921, was suppressed, but not before
almost an entire battalion of the Manchester regiment was wiped out by Shiite guerrillas. At least
ten thousand people died in the revolt and, if nothing else, it persuaded the British that it would



be far better to establish a puppet regime to run the country for them rather than burden
themselves with the huge cost in men and resources that would be required to subdue the
warring tribes. While efforts were made by the rival warlords in Basra and Baghdad to patch up
their differences and present the British with a viable, local leadership, the British, mainly
through their sentimental attachment to Sharif Hussein, resolved that one of his sons should be
made king. Sayyid Talib, the preeminent local leader of Basra, was the only politician who had
any realistic claim to leadership of the country. He received widespread support from tribal
leaders when he toured the country campaigning under the slogan: “Iraq for the Iraqis.” As it was
Britain’s intention to legitimize Faisal’s accession by means of a plebiscite, the emergence of a
genuine, secular contender caused alarm in the British government. The crisis was resolved,
however, by the resourceful Sir Percy Cox, the British Resident in Baghdad, who invited Talib to
afternoon tea at the British Residence to discuss his plans. When Talib arrived at the residence,
Sir Percy was nowhere to be seen, and so he was entertained by Lady Cox. As he left the
residence after the tea party, Talib was arrested by one of the other guests, who was acting on
the orders of Sir Percy. Talib was then deported to the island of Ceylon (modern Sri Lanka) in the
Indian Ocean, leaving Faisal free to ascend the throne, his coronation taking place in Baghdad
on August 23, 1922.16The establishment of the monarchy in Iraq, consequently, did not enjoy
the most promising of starts, and the British acquired a well-deserved reputation among the
country’s new citizens for double-dealing. Faisal was a weak king who was served by a number
of weak governments that never properly established their nationalist credentials. The British,
who showed more interest in the newly discovered oil fields around Mosul than the internal
politics of their newly created state, established two Royal Air Force squadrons on the outskirts
of Baghdad and Basra as a deterrent against any future tribal revolts. Faisal’s cabinets were
filled with a group of former Ottoman officers who had fought with the British in the war. Although
membership of the cabinet was changed frequently in an attempt to placate the complaints of
genuine Iraqi nationalists, the outlook of the government remained the same.The opportunity for
the nationalists to enforce the changes that had been denied to them in the settlement of 1922
did not arise until the outbreak of the Second World War. Faisal died in 1933, to be replaced by
son Ghazi, a Sandhurst-educated homosexual who, despite making populist noises, was
incapable of ousting the British from their positions of influence, to the immense irritation and
frustration of Iraq’s emerging governing classes. By 1941, after Hitler had conquered most of
western Europe, a group of Iraqis led by the pro-Nazi prime minister Rashid Ali, who was backed
by four colonels known as the Golden Square, decided to challenge British influence in the
country by attacking one of the RAF bases on the outskirts of Baghdad. Having committed
himself to driving the British out of Iraq, Ali appealed for German support. The Germans were,
however, slow in responding, and the British were able to crush the revolt easily. Rashid Ali and
some of his supporters managed to flee the country, but other participants, including Saddam’s
uncle, Khairallah Tulfah, were rounded up and punished. The four colonels who had supported
Ali were hanged and their bodies publicly displayed outside the Ministry of Defense building in



Baghdad, as were some of the other ringleaders. Others were jailed and thrown out of the armed
forces. Khairallah, who had been a willing participant in the revolt, was stripped of his army rank
and jailed for five years.Both nephew and uncle had changed a great deal by the time that
Saddam and Khairallah were once again reunited in Tikrit. Khairallah was bitter and vengeful
after his treatment by the British. Apart from having to serve his jail sentence, Khairallah had also
lost the social status that went with his rank as an officer in the Iraqi armed forces. After his
release from jail, the cashiered Khairallah found himself a post teaching at a local private school
where, no doubt, he was able to disseminate his uncompromising nationalistic, and anti-British,
views among the impressionable young minds of his students. A former Iraqi pupil who attended
the school at the time it was being run by Khairallah recalls that he was “a very tough man, a
Nazi and a Fascist. All the pupils were in awe of him, both because of his record in fighting the
British and because of his political views.”17The young Saddam was in awe of his uncle’s heroic
exploits in the 1941 revolt, and Khairallah’s new position as a schoolmaster added to the
attractiveness of him moving to Tikrit. During his uncle’s enforced absence, Saddam had
graduated with full honors in the art of being a street tough but, thanks to the capriciousness of
his stepfather, the boy was completely illiterate. For most boys of Saddam’s low social standing,
learning how to read and write was not high on their list of priorities when they could better
amuse themselves by stealing from their neighbors or beating up and intimidating those who
caused them offense. And Saddam would have happily continued to live a life of random
thuggery had it not been for his desire to emulate his heroic uncle and fight for the liberation of
his homeland from its foreign oppressors.A career in the armed forces was about the only
avenue open to someone of Saddam’s class to improve their social standing; not only were they
poor peasants from the provinces, but they were also Sunni Muslims, who in the new Iraq were
regarded as a minority sect by the more populous, and politically influential, Kurds and Shiites.
The ambition of any young Iraqi with military pretensions was to enroll at the prestigious
Baghdad Military Academy, established by the British to produce a well-trained, and loyal, cadre
of officers. The tradition of young Tikriti men joining the armed forces can be traced back to
Mawlud Mukhlis, who was born in Tikrit and made a name for himself during the Arab revolt
against the Ottoman Turks in the First World War. After the creation of Iraq, Mukhlis became a
close confidant of King Faisal I and vice president of the Senate under the monarchy, and he
used his considerable influence to appoint young Tikritis to senior positions in the armed forces
and the police, a practice that was continued by his protégés, thereby creating, by the late
1950s, a powerful Tikriti clique at the heart of Iraq’s military and security establishment. Saddam,
who had already acquired some of the more aggressive attributes necessary for a career
devoted to the art of making war, aspired to join the elite at the Baghdad Military Academy.
Unfortunately for him, he had no formal qualifications and no realistic prospect of acquiring them
so long as he languished at Al-Ouja.Exactly how the ambitious young nephew came to be
reunited with his embittered and disgraced uncle in Tikrit is another episode in the life of the
young Saddam that has become cluttered with an array of fanciful and highly imaginative



folktales. A commonsense explanation would be that Khairallah who was, after all, the boy’s
foster father, had offered to help the boy obtain a proper education. His sister Subha, who had
her work cut out simply keeping her growing family above the subsistence level, would have
jumped at the prospect of having one less mouth to feed. And Hassan al-Ibrahim, while perhaps
ruing the loss of the boy’s cheap labor to run his unedifying errands, would be relieved at the
prospect of this particular cuckoo being removed from the family nest.Throughout his career
Saddam has been well aware of the enormous importance of propaganda and the cult of
personality. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the official accounts of Saddam’s life provide an
altogether more lurid description of how he came to leave the family home to be reunited with
Khairallah. The account provided by Fuad Matar (for example) in his officially sanctioned
biography is filled with drama.According to Matar (who was, after all, only repeating what he had
been told by Saddam himself) Saddam’s family wanted him to become a farmer and believed
there was no point in him receiving a formal education. But Saddam became interested in the
idea of going to school when he met up with his younger cousin Adnan, Khairallah’s son, who
told him how he was learning to read, write, and draw. Adnan was Khairallah’s son by his first
marriage, which also produced a daughter, Sajida, who was to become Saddam’s first wife.
During his imprisonment Khairallah had become estranged from his wife, who moved, with her
two children, to her parents’ home in Baghdad. After his release from prison Khairallah
remarried, and Adnan and Sajida moved back to Tikrit. Adnan was to become Saddam’s closest
childhood friend, and in later life became Iraq’s defense minister, a position he held until he died
under mysterious circumstances in a helicopter crash. In 1947 Saddam was so impressed by
what his young cousin had told him that he resolved to travel with him to Tikrit to attend the
village school. This, according to the official biography, was Saddam’s “first act of rebellion,” as
his family remained convinced that education would be a waste of time for their brutish
boy.“When everyone was asleep, he [Saddam] left the house and walked through the dark until
he reached a place where some other relatives worked. They were very surprised by his sudden
appearance, but understood once he had explained that he wanted to attend school in Tikrit
against his family’s wishes. The young Saddam was greatly encouraged by these relatives. They
gave him a pistol and sent him off in a car to Tikrit. There he was welcomed by other members of
his family, who applauded his decision. After completing his first year at the school, he moved to
Baghdad with his maternal uncle, Khairallah Tulfah, who had looked after him because his father
had died before he was born. He completed his primary education at schools in Baghdad and
entered the secondary stage.”18Even in a lawless community like rural Iraq in the 1940s, the
idea of giving a boy of ten or so a gun to ensure that he gets his own way seems more than a
little farfetched. Modifications to this stirring account have, on occasion, graced the pages of the
government-controlled Iraqi press, the main alteration to the narrative being that Saddam walked
on his bare feet to Tikrit, rather than taking a taxi, an embellishment designed to portray his
heroism in an even more romantic light. Certainly the move to Tikrit should not be
underestimated in terms of Saddam’s self-esteem. In rural Iraq men generally take their surname



from their birthplace, so that technically his name should be Saddam Hussein Al-Ouja, whereas
he persists to this day in being known as Saddam Hussein al-Tikriti, an altogether more
cosmopolitan nomenclature.Saddam’s education was not an experience, at least to start with,
that he relished. It could not have been very enjoyable for the rough, almost feral, street child
from a poverty-stricken village, who did not even know how to spell his name, to be thrown in
with a group of five-year-olds who were better educated. Saddam most likely acquired more
psychological scars from the bullying and mockery he suffered at school, even though he was
probably better equipped than most to deal with the bullying. Inevitably he got into fights with
some of the other boys. Some of these childhood scars ran deep, for in adult life he was said to
have returned to Tikrit to exact revenge on his tormentors. Some accounts portrayed him as a
high-spirited boy who attempted to charm his better-educated classmates by playing practical
jokes on the teachers, such as embracing his old Koran teacher in a deceptively friendly hug
and then inserting a snake beneath his robe. A more easily recognizable anecdote about
Saddam’s conduct at school was provided by one of his direct contemporaries. “My headmaster
told me that he wanted to expel Saddam from school. When Saddam heard about this decision,
he came to his headmaster’s room and threatened him with death. He said: ‘I will kill you if you
do not withdraw your threat against me to expel me from the school.’”19 The expulsion threat
was quietly dropped.Saddam received much encouragement from Khairallah and from his
younger cousin Adnan, who was three years his junior, to get him through his schooling. After a
difficult start, Saddam seems to have settled into the rhythm of the education process.
Photographs taken of Saddam at the time show a square-jawed, unsmiling boy with sharp,
piercing eyes, a boy who looks well capable of looking after himself. Saddam had to overcome
many handicaps simply to attend school, and he was not regarded as a star pupil, although he
did have an excellent memory and an almost photographic ability to remember details. The
Palestinian writer Said Aburish, another of his apologists, has claimed that “Saddam was an
exeptionally intelligent child, a fast learner who was calculating and methodical from the start.”20
This assessment of the schoolboy Saddam, however, was rather undermined by the fact that
Saddam was unable to pass the basic requirements of the entrance examination for the
Baghdad Military Academy. Nor was there much doubt that Saddam was extremely keen to join
the academy. But he was deeply offended by his rejection, and in 1976, after he had firmly
established himself in the government, he had himself appointed an honorary general; after he
became president, he appointed himself the country’s first field marshal. For good measure he
executed by firing squad the son of Mawlud Mukhlis, the legendary Tikriti officer responsible for
establishing his kinsmen in influential positions in the Iraqi armed forces.Saddam did, however,
manage to complete his primary education so that, in 1955, he graduated in Tikrit and, together
with his cousin Adnan, moved to Baghdad with Khairallah where the two boys enrolled at the
Karkh High School. The move from Tikrit to Baghdad was to have just as important an effect
upon Saddam’s development as had the move from Al-Ouja in 1947. Baghdad in the 1950s was
a hive of intense political activity and rivalry. This was a period when Arab nationalist sentiment,



encouraged in particular by Britain’s withdrawal from empire after the Second World War,
believed the moment had finally come to throw off the quasi-colonial shackles that had been
imposed after the First World War. The independence movement was best articulated in Egypt
by the charismatic leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser. His determination to liberate Cairo from Britain’s
intrusive sphere of influence helped to create the Suez crisis of 1956, which proved to be the
final nail in the coffin of Britain’s imperial pretensions. Nasser’s diplomatic success at Suez
reverberated around the Middle East and greatly encouraged other nationalist groups,
particularly in Iraq where the monarchy created by Britain in 1922 was still in place and still
deeply unpopular. King Ghazi, the only Iraqi king who had had any genuine popular support and
who had upset his British overlords as a consequence, had been killed in a mysterious car crash
in 1939. The British, and their allies in the Iraqi government, were blamed, rightly or wrongly, for
his death. His successor, Faisal II, was only four years old at his accession and the country was
effectively run by his uncle, Abdul Ilah, and the veteran Iraqi politician Nuri Said, both of whom
were staunchly pro-British. After Nasser’s exploits at Suez, the pro-British sympathies of Said
and Ilah were increasingly at odds with Iraqi nationalist sentiment, and in Baghdad numerous
political parties sprung up, the mainstay of whose campaign platforms was the overthrow of the
monarchy.The other crucial geopolitical dynamic that had a bearing on the politics of Baghdad in
the 1950s was the emergence of the Soviet Union as a superpower. Not only were the Soviets
keen to export their ideology to the Middle East; they were eager to break what they regarded as
the West’s monopoly of control over the region’s vast oil wealth. The communist menace was
regarded as a very real threat both in Washington, which after American president Dwight
Eisenhower’s intervention over Suez, had increased its involvement in the Middle East, and in
London, which was still trying to maintain some vestige of control. In 1955 the Iraqi government
was instrumental in setting up the Baghdad Pact, a regional defense organization comprising the
unlikely alliance of Britain, Turkey, Iran, and Pakistan. The pact’s raison d’être was to confront the
Soviet threat, although Nuri Said secretly hoped it would provide Arab opinion with an alternative
rallying point to Nasserism. Nasser’s response to the pact was to sign a massive arms deal with
the Soviets and the following year to nationalize the Suez Canal. Apart from making Nasser the
undisputed champion of Arab nationalism, the pact made the Iraqi government appear the
stooge of Western interests.As one of the veterans—and in Saddam’s eyes, one of the heroes—
of the 1941 uprising, Khairallah was heavily involved in the political currents of the day.
Khairallah’s family moved to the Karkh neighborhood of Baghdad, a rough, run-down residential
area on the western outskirts of the city. Karkh was a mixed neighborhood of Sunnis and Shiites,
and there were frequent outbreaks of violence between the two communities. While working as a
schoolteacher, Khairallah was very much involved in political agitation and, not surprisingly, his
main political contacts tended to be among those of his own class and background. One of
Khairallah’s associates at this time was Ahmad Hassan al-Bakr, a Tikriti army officer and the
future Iraqi president who would play a central role in Saddam’s rise to power. Bakr was a
leading light in the newly formed Baath (meaning renaissance) Party, an Arab nationalist



movement that had been formed in Syria in the late 1940s. A radical and secular party, its main
goals were the creation of a united Arab state that dispensed with the arbitrary imperialist
boundaries that were imposed on the Middle East after the First World War, and a more equal
distribution of the vast oil wealth that was starting to transform the economics of the region.
Nationalist and patriotic in outlook, the Baathists were the declared enemies of the Soviet-
backed communists, whom they suspected of wanting to replace one form of colonialism with
another, the only difference being that one emanated from London while the other had its roots
in Moscow.Saddam’s recollections of these formative years in his political development are
hardly profound. He told one of his biographers that his uncle’s main motivation was “resistance
and struggle” against the ruling elite that surrounded the monarchy and their British backers,21
while to another he said his uncle “spoke in nationalist but not in communist terms.”22 A more
illuminating insight into his uncle’s political development is provided in a pamphlet written by
Khairallah himself, entitled “Three Whom God Should Not Have Created: Persians, Jews, and
Flies.” Although published in 1981 after Saddam became president, it indicates the rudimentary
thought processes to be expected from a keen adherent of the Nazis. Persians were “animals
God created in the shape of humans” while Jews were “a mixture of dirt and the leftovers of
diverse people.” Flies, by contrast, were poor, misunderstood creatures “whom we do not
understand God’s purpose in creating.”23 This weak Iraqi attempt at imitating Mein Kampf
nevertheless had a bearing on Saddam’s future policymaking. As president of Iraq, Saddam’s
foreign policy was determined by his hatred of the Persians, or Iranians as they are now better
known, and the Israelis. In 1980 he provoked the disastrous eight-year war with Iran that cost an
estimated one million Iraqi and Iranian lives, while the high point for Saddam during the Gulf War
in 1991 came when he fired a succession of Scud missiles at Tel Aviv. Khairallah’s indoctrination
of Saddam was rewarded with his appointment as mayor of Baghdad, a post he exploited with
such exuberant venality that in the 1980s Saddam was forced to remove him from office, close
down seventeen of his companies, and arrest their executives.There is little doubt that
Khairallah’s influence on Saddam was as pernicious as his stepfather’s had been, and it was not
long before Saddam was running his own street gang in Karkh, intimidating political opponents
or, as a true son of Tikrit, anyone else who caused him offense. By his late teens Saddam had
grown into an impressive physical specimen. At six foot two inches tall, he was unusually tall for
an Arab, and had a muscular build to go with it. He spoke with a thick, peasant accent and his
speech was littered with Tikrit colloquialisms, much to the amusement of the more sophisticated
Baghdadis with whom he was beginning to associate. Saddam never lost his peasant accent or
dialect, not even after he had become president. His public speeches were ungrammatical, as
were his private conversations, which would later cause the official translators no end of
problems. His inability to converse on equal terms with other members of Iraq’s ruling elite would
do little to help his deep-seated sense of insecurity.In Baghdad during the late 1950s, Saddam
may have been involved with the Futuwa, a paramilitary youth organization modeled on the Hitler
Youth, which had been set up during the reign of the flamboyant King Ghazi in the 1930s. The



Futuwa wanted Iraq to unite the Arabs in the same manner that the Prussians had united the
Germans, and their ideology neatly dovetailed with that of the Baathists. Encouraged by
Khairallah, Saddam was usually to be found at the forefront of any antigovernment
demonstration or riot. In such an environment of perpetual violence and unrest, it was simply a
question of time before Saddam killed someone.As with so much else from Saddam’s early
history, there is a degree of uncertainty about the precise identity of his first murder victim.
Although mainly resident in Baghdad, Saddam traveled frequently to Tikrit where he was
involved on the periphery of politics, mainly organizing street violence. The inhabitants of Tikrit
would have expected nothing less from someone like Saddam; the townsfolk have a saying to
the effect that when the villagers from Al-Ouja come knocking, it is time to close up shop. One
suggestion was that Saddam’s first capital offense occurred when he murdered a cousin who
had unwittingly offended his stepfather, Hassan al-Ibrahim. Although there is no supporting
evidence to back the claim, such killings were so commonplace that it is not inconceivable that
Hassan would have called on his burly stepson to apply his newly acquired skills to resolve a
local dispute.Where there is incontrovertible evidence of Saddam’s involvement in committing
murder concerns the case of Saadoun al-Tikriti, a Communist Party member who worked as the
local party official and who was killed in October 1958. The Baathists were bitter enemies of the
communists and Khairallah, who was one of the main Baath representatives in Tikrit, would have
taken great exception to a communist holding a position of authority in the city. The real motive
for the murder, however, was that Tikriti was well aware of Khairallah’s unsavory background. In
the summer of 1958 Khairallah managed to persuade the government to appoint him to a new
position as director of education in Baghdad. When the communist Tikriti heard of Khairallah’s
appointment he informed the authorities about Khairallah’s past, with the effect that a few
months later Khairallah was sacked from his new job.24Khairallah was incensed and reacted in
the only way he knew how. Claiming that Tikriti had denounced him for political, rather than
personal, reasons, Khairallah ordered his nephew to exact revenge. Saddam carried out his
uncle’s orders without hesitation. The killing took place in Tikrit as Tikriti was walking home,
having spent the evening with some of his friends at a local coffee shop. His house was located
in a road with no street lighting, and as he approached the gate Saddam stepped out from
behind a bush and shot him dead with a single shot to the head with a pistol given to him by
Khairallah.Immediately following the shooting Saddam and Khairallah were arrested and
detained for six months, but eventually the two men were freed through lack of evidence. There
were no witnesses to the shooting and no one in Tikrit seemed too concerned about the murder
of a communist. The “blooded” Saddam now enjoyed a degree of notoriety among Iraq’s young
revolutionaries, and made his way back to Baghdad where he resumed his activities as a
political agitator while earning a modest living by working as a bus conductor.A brief snapshot of
Saddam and Khairallah at the time of their imprisonment has been provided by Hani Fkaiki, a
former Baath Party official, who shared a prison cell with the two men in Tikrit. “What has stuck
in my mind most of all was how Saddam and his uncle kept to themselves in prison. They would



choose a far-away corner, away from the rest of the inmates. Despite the small size of the cell in
which we were all held, the two of them never gave us a chance to enter into conversation with
them. In an attempt to break down this barrier between us, I sent another imprisoned Baath party
member to try to get close to them and find out the details behind their imprisonment.” The
overture was rebuffed.25Saddam’s only official comment on these events implied that he had
been framed for the murder. “An official in Tikrit was murdered: the authorities accused Saddam
Hussein of killing him and throwing him in jail,” wrote one of his biographers.26 However, the
transcripts of court documents relating to another case, and seen by this author, confirmed that
Tikriti was murdered by Saddam because he had crossed Khairallah. During the trial in 1959 of
Abdul Salam Arif—who was later to become another of Iraq’s postrevolutionary presidents—by
a special military tribunal, Tikriti’s brother gave evidence in support of Arif and, in passing,
provided a detailed account of the murder. He related how Khairallah had been appointed a
director of education, but then demoted to inspector because of Tikriti’s intervention. In his
witness statement Tikriti’s brother states bluntly: “Accordingly Khairallah sent his nephew from
his sister [Saddam] on 24th October…to shoot my brother and kill him.”27 Another indication of
Saddam’s guilt can be drawn from the fact that twenty years later, when Saddam had risen to the
position of vice chairman of the Baath’s Revolutionary Command Council, he visited the school
of a relative of Tikriti in Baghdad and, in keeping with the tribal custom, gave him blood money
and a Browning pistol.28As a consequence of his murderous activities in Tikrit, Saddam had
made a name for himself, not, as he had once hoped, as a dashing young officer training at the
Baghdad Military Academy, but as a political agitator who was not averse to committing murder
to achieve his goal. The Baath Party might be small (it had just three hundred members in 1958),
but it had ambitions, and its leaders were not slow in recognizing the particular talents of their
young recruit. If the Baath Party was to achieve its goal of taking over the country, first it had to
get rid of the government. And so for his next official assignment, Saddam was to be given the
task of assassinating Iraq’s newly appointed president.TWOThe AssassinThe overthrow of the
Iraqi monarchy in the revolution of 1958 was one of the most bloodthirsty episodes in the recent
history of the Middle East. Early on the morning of July 14, a group of army units calling
themselves the “Free Officers” stormed the royal palace at Qasr al-Rihab. Artillery fire destroyed
the top of the building, forcing the young King Faisal II, the regent, and their families to flee the
building into the palace courtyard. There they were confronted by a semicircle of army officers
who, without any regard for the women and children, massacred them all. The only survivor of
the bloodbath was the wife of the former regent, and she only survived because she was left for
dead in the middle of a pile of royal corpses. The coup leaders, perhaps taking their cue from the
Bolsheviks’ elimination of the Romanov dynasty at Ekaterinburg, were determined that no trace
of the Iraqi royal family should survive as a rallying point for future loyalists. The only act of
respect displayed by the coup leaders was to take the body of the young king to a secret
location for burial.The nonroyal victims, on the other hand, were shown no respect whatsoever.
The body of the king’s uncle and former regent, Abdul Ilah, was removed from the pile of



corpses and handed over to the mob. Ilah and the prime minister, Nuri Said, were generally held
responsible for Iraq’s pro-British policy, and were even suspected of responsibility for the death
of King Ghazi, the only monarch who had aroused anything approaching feelings of loyalty
among the Iraqi people during his brief reign in the 1930s. Ilah’s body was dragged through the
streets tied to a car before being dismembered in the most grotesque fashion. The remains were
then put on show at the Ministry of Defense at the same spot where the bodies of the four
colonels hanged by the British for their part in the 1941 revolt had been displayed. The revolution
was as much an attempt to rid the country of British influence as it was to dispose of the
monarchy. Nuri Said survived the coup for another couple of days until he was caught, dressed
as a woman, trying to escape. Said tried to fight off his captors with his pistol, but was quickly
overwhelmed and killed. To make certain, his killers reversed their cars over his body several
times. The remains were then buried, but a few days later the mob had second thoughts, and
Said’s body was disinterred and horrifically mutilated. Parts of his body were then paraded as
trophies through the streets by the mob.Saddam’s precise whereabouts during the heady days
of the 1958 revolution are not known, although it can safely be assumed that the young Baathist
and his vehemently anti-British uncle acquitted themselves during the mob violence that erupted
in the immediate aftermath of the monarchy’s overthrow. Hundreds, if not thousands, of Iraqis
died in the ensuing bloodshed and the Baathists, who fully supported the military coup, were
determined to make sure that the revolution succeeded. Scant mention is made in Saddam’s
official biographies of his activities at this time, which claim he was then twenty-one years old, so
it must be assumed that he was engaged in nothing more eventful than his customary rabble-
rousing.The new political agenda of the coup leaders was set out at 6:30 A.M. on July 14 in a
special radio broadcast made to a stunned, but jubilant, Iraqi populace. The declaration was
made by Abdul Salam Arif, one of the coup leaders. In the first proclamation of the new regime,
Arif stated that the army had liberated “the beloved homeland from the corrupt crew that
imperialism installed.” The coup was immensely popular, and even though martial law and a
curfew were imposed with immediate effect, no one appeared to take much notice. The first acts
of the new government were to abolish all the main institutions of the ancien regime, including
the monarchy, and to issue warrants for the arrest of all those who had supported the status quo
ante.The pressures for constitutional reform in Iraq had been accumulating almost from the time
the country was first established by Winston Churchill in 1922. The desire for change increased
significantly in the summer of 1958 as a consequence both of Iraq’s support for the Baghdad
Pact (discussed in Chapter One) and Nasser’s success in defying Britain and France over the
Suez Canal in 1956. Indeed by 1958, buoyed by his diplomatic triumph, Nasser was effectively
trying to take over the Baathist cause for himself by proposinga prototype for a united Arab state.
In February 1958 a political union of Syria and Egypt was established. Yemen joined later in the
year and the new confederation became the United Arab Republic (UAR), with Nasser as its
president and Cairo as its capital. Most of the Free Officers who had carried out the July 14 coup
in Iraq supported the principle of joining the federation, especially those who were members of



the Baath Party, who believed that this was the most likely means of achieving their goal of
creating a pan-Arab state.The Baathists consequently lent their full support to the new
government established in Baghdad in the summer of 1958 by General Abdul Karim Qassem,
the leader of the Free Officers. A thin-voiced and rather humorless army officer, Qassem
appointed Baathists to twelve of the sixteen cabinet positions in his new government. Baathist
support for Qassem was, however, contingent upon him promptly signing up for Nasser’s
prototype Arab nation. Some of the Free Officers had promised Nasser they would join the UAR
in return for his support in helping them to overthrow the monarchy. Once in power, however,
Qassem adopted a more cautious approach. In this Qassem was merely acting in a manner that
would be copied by numerous Iraqi leaders in the turbulent years ahead. When in opposition it
was customary for Iraqi politicians to support the notion of forming alliances with their Arab
neighbors; once in power they quickly took up the cause of “Iraq First,” a policy whereby Iraq’s
national interests were placed above all else. Having established himself in office, Qassem soon
adopted an Iraq First approach. As an Iraqi nationalist, he had reservations about subsuming
Iraq’s hard-won independence under Nasser’s control. He was also suspicious of the motives of
some of his fellow coup conspirators, especially Arif, whom he suspected of pressing for
membership of the confederation with Egypt and Syria as a means of strengthening his own
political position in Iraq. As so often happens with the revolutionary process, the revolutionaries
quickly found themselves at odds with each other over which direction the revolution should
take. By the early autumn Qassem had rejected the notion of joining Nasser’s confederation.
Furthermore, in an attempt to assert his authority, he ordered the arrest of Arif and several other
members of the Free Officers, who were then put on trial for treason (it was at this trial that
Saddam’s involvement in the murder of Saadoun al-Tikriti was revealed). Arif and his co-
defendants were convicted and sentenced to death, although their sentences were later
commuted to life imprisonment.In a further attempt to strengthen his power base, Qassem
struck up an alliance with the Iraqi Communist Party, which for its own ideological reasons was
fundamentally opposed to joining the Nasser-sponsored union of Arab states: the only union
Iraqi communists supported was with Moscow. Qassem’s pact with the devil, as many of the
nationalists came to regard it, and the show trials of noncommunist Iraqis, caused a rapid
deterioration in relations between Qassem and many of the Free Officers who had supported
the overthrow of the monarchy: they were not prepared to tolerate the replacement of one
dictatorship by another. The decisive moment came in March 1959 when a group of nationalist
officers, in protest against the communists’ mounting influence over the nation’s affairs, staged a
coup against Qassem. The coup was an ignominious failure and, to teach the perpetrators a
lesson, Qassem encouraged the communists to conduct a witch-hunt of their nationalist
adversaries. The result was yet another blood-soaked episode in Iraq’s modern history. In
addition to disposing of all the officers who had staged the rebellion in Mosul, the communists
killed many Arab nationalists who had supported them. Some of the Free Officers who had
helped to overthrow the monarchy were tried as traitors. In Mosul itself a communist-inspired



mob indulged in a weeklong orgy of rape, looting, and summary trials, which culminated in the
accused being machine-gunned to death in front of cheering mobs.For the Baathists, Qassem’s
conduct amounted to nothing less than betrayal. They felt that they had given the coup leaders
their full backing in the summer of 1958 to overthrow the monarchy on condition that Iraq join
Nasser’s union of Arab states. Less than a year later their hopes had been dealt a cruel blow. So
long as Qassem remained in power, it was quite obvious that they stood no chance of attaining
their goal of creating a pan-Arab state. Their only chance of realizing that ambition was to
remove Qassem from power, and this they resolved to do by the time-honored method of
assassination.That Saddam’s name should have been put forward for the assignment is hardly
surprising. At this stage in its development, the Baath Party of Iraq was more of an ideological
sounding board than a fighting machine. Most of its three hundred members were either
students or professional people who wanted to create a fairer society in which the government
served the interests of the people, rather than the interests of foreign powers. When it came to
implementing these high ideals, however, the Baath leadership counted on likeminded
individuals to do the dirty work for them. The Baath Party had supported the overthrow of the
monarchy, but none of them was actually present when the royal family was butchered to death.
The Baathists had supported the revolt in Mosul, but were not actively involved. Now that they
had decided Qassem must be removed from power, they had the will, but not the means. It is
possible that the idea of assassinating Qassem did not come from the Iraqi Baathists
themselves, but from Nasser, that master manipulator who had assumed control of the Baath,
even though he himself, of course, remained a committed Nasserite. Some of the participants in
the assassination attempt may have traveled to Damascus for training by Nasser’s police,
although no evidence has ever been produced to implicate Nasser directly in the plot.Saddam
claims he joined the Baath Party in 1957, when he was still a pupil at Karkh High School, and
there seems no reason to dispute this. What is surprising is that Saddam should have chosen to
join a party that, by the standards of the day, was relatively obscure and did not, at that stage,
look as if it had the makings of an organization that would become one of the dominant forces in
modern Arab politics. According to one of his official biographers, Saddam joined the Baath
because “he found its principles a reflection of his own nationalist ideals.” The biographer also
drops a strong hint as to how the young Saddam was steered toward the Baathists. “He had
considered himself a nationalist from the time his mother told him stories of how his uncle
[Khairallah] Tulfah had fought against the British.”1Although Khairallah himself had no time for
the Baath Party, and never joined it, he had befriended Ahmad Hassan al-Bakr, a fellow Tikriti
who was a general in the Iraqi army with Baathist sympathies and who would become one of the
key figures in the party and the first Baathist president of Iraq. Bakr liked to portray himself as a
moderate, decent person, but behind this facade there was a brutal, ruthless streak, which
would come to full prominence after he assumed the office of president. While Bakr’s public
persona was of a law-abiding officer, he nevertheless appreciated how Saddam’s brutish force
could be of use to him and, encouraged by Khairallah, he took Saddam under his wing to forge a



powerful partnership that would ultimately result in the two men running the country for ten
years. It was through Bakr, therefore, that Saddam was first introduced to the Baath Party. At this
stage in his career, however, Saddam was a mere supporter of the party rather than a full
member. Membership of the Baath was strictly controlled and limited only to those who had
proved their loyalty to the party, and their commitment to its ideology. The account provided by
Saddam’s biographer of how he came to be involved with the party encapsulates Saddam’s
nascent nationalism.“His relatives had been killed by the British, and their houses burned down;
his forefathers had fought bravely against the Turks. With this background, Saddam Hussein was
all too aware of British imperialism and how the government in Iraq remained a prisoner of the
imperialist will. He decided to become involved in political activity.”2 The same sentiments could
easily have been attributed to Khairallah Tulfah.Saddam’s involvement in the plot to assassinate
Qassem has contributed greatly to his cult status in Iraq, and in terms of capturing the full
dramatic impact of the incident, there is no better account of his participation than that provided
by Saddam himself.3 Saddam’s narrative traces his involvement back to the prison in Tikrit
where he was held for six months from late 1958 on suspicion of murdering Saadoun al-Tikriti.
Saddam’s murder of Tikriti took place shortly after Qassem seized power. As a consequence
Saddam was locked up in jail with Khairallah during the orgy of violence that erupted throughout
the country. Saddam claimed that he used his confinement to save his fellow Baathists from
being murdered by communists in Tikrit. Some of those communists, of course, may have well
been seeking to avenge Saddam’s murder of Saadoun al-Tikriti. According to Saddam’s version
of events, however, he bribed some of the more sympathetic prison guards to arrest Baathist
activists on trumped-up charges and have them thrown into jail for their own protection. “A
number of Baathists were thus brought into the jail. For many days they remained in prison until
nightfall, when they were released to carry out their activities, returning to the jail before
sunrise.”This would have taken place during Qassem’s purge against the Baathists during late
1958 and early 1959. Saddam claimed he was released, sometime in early 1959, as a result of
what he describes as “national pressure,” whereas in fact it was because of the prosecuting
authorities’ inability, or unwillingness, to find sufficient evidence to charge him with Tikriti’s
murder. Saddam said that he then returned to Baghdad at the request of the party, where he was
asked by one of his “comrades” if he would be willing to assassinate Qassem. He accepted at
once because he “considered the assignment an honor.” He then began training in the use of
automatic weapons, “having already mastered the use of the revolver”—as his successful
dispatch of Tikriti amply demonstrated. The plan was conceived by Fouad al-Rikabi, the Baath
secretary-general who had briefly held a cabinet post in Qassem’s cabinet and who was later
murdered in one of Saddam’s prisons.The assassins were to shoot Qassem as he took his
routine afternoon drive through Al-Rashid Street, one of Baghdad’s central thoroughfares, on his
way home from his office at the Ministry of Defense. Party activists had noticed that Qassem was
not adequately protected, and a plan of attack was devised whereby one group of gunmen
would open fire on the backseat occupants of Qassem’s car, while another group was to kill



those sitting at the front. Saddam’s role in the five-man assassination team was to provide
covering fire while the assassins made good their escape.In fact Saddam’s involvement in the
assassination attempt on Qassem was very much a last-minute affair. The original four-man hit
squad was made up of full members of the Baath, and was led by Abdul Karim al-Shaikhly, a
teenage medical student from Baghdad who was to become one of the Baath Party’s key
ideologues and one of Saddam’s closest friends. Soon after the plot was hatched, one of the
gunmen announced that he did not want to take part because he had a young family, and was
worried what would happen to them if he was killed or injured in the attack. It was at this point
that Saddam’s name was advanced.4 Even at this relatively tender age, Saddam had acquired a
reputation for ruthlessness. At six foot two inches with an impressive physique to match, he had
already shown his mettle by murdering Tikriti, taking just a single shot to dispatch his victim. He
had also taken great care to make sure that there were no witnesses to incriminate him.The date
for the attack was set for October 7, 1959. To familiarize himself with the area, Saddam rented
an apartment, which was then used as a base for the operation. For several days he familiarized
himself with the area, making notes on the best locations to carry out the attack and mapping
out the best escape routes. The operation was duly launched on the late afternoon of the
seventh. Unfortunately, in the excitement of the moment, Saddam drew his machine gun from
the folds of a long cloak he had borrowed from Khairallah for the mission and prematurely
opened fire at Qassem’s car. Saddam’s action preempted the carefully laid plan, and before the
other assassins could open fire, Qassem’s bodyguards dived into action. In the ensuing shoot-
out, Qassem’s chauffeur was killed and Qassem himself was hit in the arm and shoulder. One of
the assassins was killed and Saddam received an injury to his leg. Saddam’s apologists sought
to give the impression that Saddam was shot by Qassem’s bodyguards, but the more mundane
reality is that he was shot by one of his fellow assassins who, panic-stricken, had simply sprayed
machine-gun fire at anything that moved, including Saddam.The surviving members of the
assassination squad, believing Qassem to be dead and their mission accomplished, managed
to make good their escape to one of the party’s hideouts in the capital. Unbeknownst to the
conspirators, however, Qassem was rushed to a hospital where he was saved by emergency
treatment. According to Saddam’s version of events, at the safe house the bleeding in Saddam
Hussein’s left leg got much worse. “As it was obviously impossible to go to a hospital, he took a
razor blade and asked one of his comrades to cut into the flesh around the bullet and dig it out,
using a pair of scissors and some iodine. He felt faint for a few minutes, but then recovered.” This
rather gruesome account, which has become enshrined in Iraqi legend as a central feature of
Saddam’s heroism, might seem more appropriate to the American Wild West than Baghdad in
the late 1950s. It was certainly at odds with the recollection of Dr. Tahsin Muallah, the doctor who
was called to treat the young Saddam immediately after the failed assassination attempt. “It was
nothing more than a flesh wound, really, a graze,” recalled Dr. Muallah who, like so many of
Saddam’s surviving contemporaries, eventually fled into exile.Muallah was one of the founding
members of the Baath in Iraq, a party that, at the time the assassination attempt was



undertaken, still had less than a thousand members. “The Baath Party at that time was full of
professional people—lawyers and doctors—who were not very good with guns,” he said. “They
needed to bring someone like Saddam in off the streets to do their dirty work for them. This was,
after all, the first armed action that the Baath party in Iraq had ever undertaken.”At the time of the
attempted assassination, Muallah was working in the outpatient division of the Republican
Hospital in Baghdad. The day after the failed shooting a member of the Baath leadership
stopped him in the street and informed him that there were some casualties being cared for at a
safe house, and asked whether he could assist. The doctor agreed to attend the injured, and
was taken to a house in the El-Wiya neighborhood of Baghdad. The most seriously injured, said
Muallah, was a gunman called Samir al-Najm who had been shot in the shoulder. Using a local
anesthetic, the doctor removed the bullet and treated the wound. When he had finished, he was
informed by one of the Baathists that there was another casualty waiting to be treated in an
adjoining room. “When I went into the room I came across a pale, yellow young man.” It was
Saddam and he was dressed in a dishdasheh, the traditional long white robe worn by Arab men.
“He told me he had a bullet wound, but when I treated him I found that he had nothing more than
a grazed shin.” Muallah treated the wound and left. A few days later the security forces raided the
house and arrested the occupants and Muallah. They had been tipped off by the gunman who,
until his expulsion from the party, was originally supposed to have taken part in the assassination
attempt. But by that time Saddam had already made good his escape. Muallah was tried for
aiding and abetting the assassins by a special military court set up by Qassem, and jailed.Even
though the injury Saddam sustained during the botched assassination attempt was negligible,
the incident later became so embellished by Saddam’s propaganda machine that most Iraqis
were convinced that Saddam nearly died of his wounds. In an autobiographical film of Saddam’s
early life called The Long Days, which was made by Iraq’s Ministry of Information in the 1980s,
the wound was portrayed as being so serious that Saddam was unable to walk. In the film
Saddam came across as a bold and heroic figure, who did not even flinch as a comrade used a
pair of scissors to dig the bullet out of his leg. Saddam himself has continued to perpetuate this
myth. When interviewed by an Egyptian journalist about the ordeal many years later, Saddam
claimed he had been unhappy with the actor’s depiction of him because it was unrealistic. “I
wanted the director to reshoot the scene because I remember the day when it happened. I did
not grimace or move an inch until the bullet was out.”5The epic tale of Saddam’s heroics in 1959
continued with his escape from Baghdad. Because, according to his version of events, he had
difficulty walking, he “came across a man on a horse and bought it from the owner for ten
dinars,” the equivalent of about £20 ($30). He then rode the horse along the banks of the Tigris
until he reached Tikrit. There Saddam bought some hay for his horse and some bread and dates
for himself. He spent the night with a bedouin tribesman, and the following morning set off on the
long journey to Syria, via Tikrit. He traveled for three days, at one point joining in an engagement
party at Samarra. “A sheep had been slaughtered for the occasion, so he ate a hearty meal
which made up for the diet of bread and dates, and slept in comfort and security.” This almost



biblical account of his flight from Baghdad was rudely interrupted on the fourth day when
Saddam was suddenly intercepted by two carloads of armed customs officials. Saddam
attempted to outrun them on his horse, but was soon overtaken and surrounded by the customs
officials, who pointed their machine guns at him. “Saddam reined in his horse, and dismounted,
making sure that his cloak covered the bandage on his leg as this was evidence that he was a
wanted man.” Saddam managed to bluff his way out of this potentially difficult encounter, first by
demanding to see the officers’ commander, and then demanding that the officer explain why he
was being treated in this shameful manner. The commander was apologetic, saying that they
had mistaken Saddam for a smuggler. When the commander asked to see Saddam’s travel
documents, Saddam replied that he did not have any as he was a bedouin, and it was well
known that bedouin do not subscribe to any bureaucratic norm.Saddam was allowed to continue
with his journey until he reached a crossing point in the Tigris that would enable him to reach
Tikrit. He tried to persuade a barge owner to take him across the river, but the boatman refused
because a curfew was in force. In his desperation to get across, Saddam decided to abandon
his horse and swim. Placing his knife betwen his teeth, Saddam swam across the river in the
middle of the night. The water was freezing, and by the time that Saddam reached the other side
he was in a state of near collapse. “Whenever he felt exhaustion creeping over him, he
redoubled his efforts to reach the opposite bank.” Finally he reached the other side, his teeth
chattering with exhaustion. “It was like you see in the movies, only worse,” Saddam himself later
recalled. “My clothes were wet, my leg was injured, and I hadn’t eaten properly for days.”6 Once
out of the river Saddam stumbled to a nearby house in search of food and shelter. But when he
knocked on the door, the woman mistook him for a thief. “She had no way of knowing that he
was a revolutionary, not a robber.” Saddam eventually managed to reassure the family that his
intentions were innocent, and they gave him refuge. In the morning he took his leave and walked
the whole day until the following night he finally reached his home village of Al-Ouja, where he
was greeted by a tearful brother. Having safely survived the most hazardous part of his journey,
Saddam then made his way into exile in Syria with some fellow Baathists, and they reached
Damascus, the Syrian capital, a few days later.Given the extent to which other aspects of
Saddam’s involvement in the assassination plot have been exaggerated, it is unlikely that the
reality of his journey into exile justifies the drama of the narrative provided by his biographers.
Most of those responsible for plotting the assassination managed to escape to Damascus.
Shaikhly, for example, the assassins’ leader, took a train to the northern Iraqi city of Mosul, and
then made his way to Syria. The accounts of Saddam’s involvement in the attempted
assassination of President Qassem, however, does reveal some interesting insights into
Saddam’s personality at the time. Even though the young Saddam had already made a name for
himself in nationalist circles as a street tough and killer, when it came to shooting Qassem it was
generally agreed that Saddam lost his nerve and opened fire too early, thereby ruining the
operation’s chances of success. Some accounts even blamed Saddam directly for the death of
one of the assassins, Abdel Wahab Ghoreiri, whose body, despite Saddam’s claims that he



provided covering fire for the wounded to be carried to safety, was recovered by the security
forces, enabling them to identify quickly those responsible for the plot. Saddam himself allowed
one of his biographers to concede that the operation was not exactly a stunning success, saying
that the whole organization of the plot was “elementary.”7 As, in later life, Saddam was to master
fully every aspect of the art of assassination, both personal and political, it can only be assumed
that the whole experience provided him with a salutary lesson.The importance of maintaining
the myth of his heroic escape in 1959 was underlined many years later when, in 1998, Saddam
made a surprise visit to two remote villages in northern Iraq. It was one of the first times that
Saddam had been seen in public since his defeat in the Gulf War in 1991, and he made the
unannounced visit in an attempt to rally support. Apart from firing a rifle in the air to signal his
appreciation of the warm reception he received from the startled villagers, Saddam recounted
his exploits to the residents of Albu Dor, a village on the Tigris through which he had traveled
during his escape. “It was like you see in the films, but worse,” he said. “My clothes were wet, my
leg was injured and I hadn’t eaten properly for four days. How can I describe it?” he asked
rhetorically. “It is hard to describe how I got out of the water.”8For the next three and a half years,
Saddam was an exile, first in Damascus, and later in Cairo, then the undisputed capital of Arab
nationalism. Damascus, the spiritual home of Baathism, was the obvious hideout for the coup
plotters after their flight from Baghdad. For a young man barely in his twenties, Saddam, who
was not even supposed to have taken part in the shooting, suddenly found himself thrust into the
milieu of the most original and dynamic political theorists of their day. The doyen of the Syrian
Baath Party was Michel Afleq, one of the founding fathers of the Baath in 1944, who through his
unstinting pursuit of the pan-Arab cause had achieved an almost deitylike status in the minds of
many contemporary Arabs. Unlike the Iraqi Baathists, who were still very much on the political
fringe in Baghdad, the Syrian Baathists were a significant force and, through their association
with Nasser, had already formed the first pan-Arab federation.Although many of Saddam’s
contemporaries viewed him as little more than a thug, Afleq is said to have taken a personal
interest in the young Saddam and promoted him to the highest rank of party membership by
making him a full member.9 This act of generosity may have been sparked by Afleq’s genuine
admiration for Saddam; more likely it was a gesture of thanks for his role in trying to eradicate
the procommunist Qassem. Certainly, the Iraqi Baathists’ inexpert efforts to overthrow the
government in Baghdad made them heroes among Iraqi nationalists. The military trials of those,
like Dr. Muallah, who were charged for their roles in the assassination plot, were closely followed
throughout the Arab world, and the defiance of some of the accused Baathists, even though they
faced execution if convicted, attracted widespread admiration, both inside Iraq and beyond. In
essence they argued that they had a patriotic duty to murder Qassem because he was handing
the country over to the control of the communists. When the trials concluded, six of the accused
actually received the death sentence, although the sentences were never carried out.The
newfound notoriety of the Iraqi Baathists pleased Afleq, who sought to exploit for his own ends
the political instability the failed assassination attempt had caused in Baghdad. At this juncture



Afleq was playing a double game. He organized the expulsion of Fouad al-Rikabi and other
members of the Baath leadership in Baghdad on the grounds that they should not have involved
the party in the assassination plot. Afleq then sought to place his own supporters in key
positions in the Iraqi Baath Party, and to this end he arranged for Saddam to acquire his much-
coveted full party membership. Although Afleq later said that he could not recollect meeting
Saddam until after 1963,10 the quietly spoken ideologue and the restless young murderer would
soon form a symbiotic attachment. It was mainly due to the efforts of Afleq, who for a time
controlled the Baath Party in both Syria and Iraq, that, in 1964, Saddam was elected to a key
position in the leadership of the Iraqi Baath Party. Saddam repaid the compliment by ensuring,
when he finally achieved power, that Baathism became Iraq’s official political doctrine. In the
same way that Josef Stalin would use Lenin’s name as a means of legitimizing his own rule, so
Saddam would invoke Afleq’s name to justify his own position in Iraq. Saddam had “a living
Lenin who could be wheeled out on suitable occasions to ratify his decisions and above all his
status as guardian of party orthodoxy against successive groups.”11 And when Afleq, who was
himself later forced into exile in Baghdad, died in 1989, Saddam paid (or rather, the state did) for
a massive tomb to be built for the founder of Baathism.After two to three months in Syria,
Saddam and the other surviving members of the assassination squad moved to Cairo where
they joined up with a group of about five hundred exiled young Baathists who had congregated
in the Egyptian capital. These young Baathists were sent to Egypt by the Syrian government, the
junior partner in the political union between Cairo and Damascus. The purpose of sending them
to Cairo was to continue their education; at the time of his involvement in the assassination plot
against Qassem, Saddam had still not completed his secondary education. President Nasser,
as head of the first pan-Arab union, now opposed Qassem for reneging on his commitment to
bring Iraq into the confederation. Afleq and the other Baathist leaders believed that the young
assassins would be safer under Nasser’s watchful eye than in Damascus, where the regime was
less stable. The campaign to remove Qassem, meanwhile, was to be left to more senior, and
experienced, Baathists.This was the only time in his life that Saddam lived abroad, and soon
after arriving in 1960 he enrolled at the Qasr al-Nil High School. After all the exhilaration of
committing his first murder in Tikrit, and attempting his first assassination in Baghdad, life in
Cairo was by comparison a relatively staid affair. Nevertheless, with Gamal Nasser in his full
pomp, and Cairo the undisputed capital of Arab nationalism, Saddam could not help but be
moved by a city that was a hive of political activity. Apart from his studies, Saddam involved
himself fully in politics, joining the Egyptian Baath Party. Within months Saddam had become a
member of its Regional Command, i.e., the Egyptian branch, although the influence of the
Baathists was limited by the overpowering presence of Nasser, a fact that was ultimately to lead
to Syria unilaterally seceding from the pan-Arab union in 1961.Saddam’s own recollections of
his years in exile are uncharacteristically modest and low-key. One of his biographers reported
that he “emulated Nasser and played a good deal of chess and was not distracted by night life
and read a good deal.”12 This account was supported by Abdel Majid Farid, who was Nasser’s



secretary-general, and who was responsible for looking after the young Baathists. According to
Farid, the Egyptian authorities helped him with his education and assisted with finding a suitable
apartment. “He was one of the leaders of the Iraqi Baath. He used to come to see me now and
then to talk about developments in Baghdad. He was quiet, disciplined, and didn’t ask for extra
funds like the other exiles. He didn’t have much interest in alcohol or girls.”13 Abdul Karim al-
Shaikhly, who became close friends with Saddam in Cairo, wrote to his family in Baghdad that
Saddam spent most of his time trying to catch up on his education and finish his high school
education. Shaikhly, a future Iraqi foreign minister, became such close friends with Saddam in
Cairo that the two young men regarded each other as twin brothers. Shaikhly, who would be one
of Saddam’s first victims after he became president, spent his time in Cairo finishing his medical
degree. In one letter to his family he described his new friend as “a quiet man, not a social
person, someone who is trying hard to educate himself.”14Other contemporaries, however, do
not paint such a rosy portrait. A Cairene café owner who served Saddam and his friends
regularly described him as a troublemaker who never paid his bills. “He would fight for any
reason,” recalled Hussein Meguid, the owner of the Andiana Café, which, together with the
Triumph, were Saddam’s favorite haunts. “He would fight for any reason. We wanted to bar him
from coming here.”15 But the police came back and said he was protected by Nasser, and when
Saddam finally left Cairo he owed several hundred dollars. Perversely, it was not a debt that
Saddam forgot. In the 1970s, when he was vice president of Iraq and had returned to Cairo on
official business, Saddam made a surprise return to the café and paid his bill in full, leaving the
owner a three hundred dollar tip. Saddam would not be Saddam if darker tales were not in
circulation about his alleged misdeeds in Cairo. He was accused of killing an Egyptian in 1960
by throwing him out of his apartment window,16 and also of killing a fellow Iraqi in 1963.17 But
as there are no records of the alleged offenses, and as Saddam was free to leave when he
chose, they must be discounted as mere wishful thinking.
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Gentleman Jim, “Read to Understand the Recent History of Iraq. An excellent book, indeed. My
son suggested reading this book. I can't say I have always enjoyed his selection but this was
certainly worth the read. I arrived in Iraq as a civilian in March of 2004 and ended up staying for
nearly five years. The country itself was very impressive. Although many of the government
buildings and the infrastructure were, shall we say, in need of extensive repair, the signs of a
previous, robust economy were evident, especially in Baghdad. This book put so much of what I
saw and experienced further in perspective. Would Iraq have blossomed into the vibrancy it
once enjoyed without Saddam? Would it have been mired in sectarian divisions? Did it really
take a person as deeply evil as Saddam to maintain the coherence of such a wealthy and
educated population? What would Iraq be like today without the war with Iran and the Gulf
wars? I won't give you my thoughts on these questions but reading this book will certainly make
you think and give you some insights you may not have had before.The book is fairly objective. It
does not try to justify or criticize the actions of the West. If you are looking for either, you may be
disappointed. If you are simply interested in how Saddam rose to power and what brought about
his downfall you will not be disappointed. This background will give you insight into the current
political situation in Iraq.”

Donny McCarthy, “King Of Terror. The book is fantastic and gives a very good look into the mind
of Saddam. The man was very dangerous and it's scary to see how other places around the
world handle themselves. His outlook on how to run a government, his family beliefs, and other
ideas he believes to be the right way of doing things are all here and very hard to take in. It's sad
to see that there are people in this world that have a very tainted idea of life and how it should be
lived. He didn't care who lived or who died as long as his goals were met and the people around
him followed his rule. If someone chose not to listen to his words and decided to challenge his
rule, they would be punished, their family as well. I recommend this book to those who are
interested in this kind of reading, it's a real eye opener.”

Michael Golden, “Well written. Good research on Saddam as far as his wriggling into power yet
stops before his demise.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very thorough. As far as biographies go, this was a very thorough and
unbiased account on the life and times of a very difficult man. By the end I truly felt as though I
knew Saddam Hussein. The book dragged on at times but I would recommend it to anyone who
wants to understand Iraq better.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Mostly neutral. Well written biography. Mostly neutral. Divided into
aspects of Saddam's personality rather than pure chronological in order. This has the effect of
maintaining a fairly exciting read, with as many plot twists and turns as a good thriller.”



Tino Randall, “SADDAM. Best biography written about Saddam's growing from street thug to
Dictator.”

Judith D. Applegate, “perfect. I am really excited to read this book.  great price.  thank you”

Ryan Terry Bohl, “Readable and fascinating. A great biography of Saddam with a title that's a bit
over-the-top.  Does a fine job of capturing the man and his actions.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Pradeep Kumar Swain. Good book”

Gina Cormier, “Four Stars. Looks interesting!”

The book by Con Coughlin has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 53 people have provided feedback.
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